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ion at the powder magazine in the old
city of Suldun, which lies to the north
of New Kuldja,

25, 1912.
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DUKE RIOE8 IN ENGINE
New York, Jan. 25. The Duke of
Connaught, accompanied by Colonel

TARIFF
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Lowther, his secretary, left for Washington on the Pennsylvania railroad
BILL UELANEY DEAD.
at 11:10 o'clock.
AT
Oakland, Cal., Jan. 25. Wily De-The duke abandoned his private car
laney, me iamuus iruiuer, uieu iai
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BEULES: G. O. P. MEN DISSENT
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IS
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Delaney was 58 years old, he lived DISCUSSES ROOSEVELT BOOM SITUATION NOT UNDERSTOOD INDEPENDENCE
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PEACE ENDS ON JANUARY 29 almost his entire lifetime on the Paengineer at length and seemed greatcific, coast and was inseparably assoIN ly interested in the mechanism of the THE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITWOULD OF PANAMA WAS WRITTEN
MAIL ORDER BUSINESS
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COMMONER
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TEE
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NEW YORK CITY IN OFFICE
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TAKE
OF A LAWYER
ERS KNEW CONDITIONS.
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RUN FOR PRESIDENT
Arrives in Capital.
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OF
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ACTION
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THE SHE GAVE UP

The Greatest January White Sale in The History
of this Store will Come to a Close Saturday

ALL HOPE

MATTER WITH

Physicians Failed To Help Mrs.
uot a single civilized country ever disGreen, But She Finally Found
puted the right of another country to
Relief in Cardui.
define for itself classes of unaesir-ables- ,
because under the principles of EXCEPT IT'S A LITTLE TOO LAUGH
Meetze, V. Mrs. J. C. Green of this
international law this right Is the abABLE AND TOO ENJOYABLE
place, says: "I suffered with womanly
solutely incontestable prerogative of
troubles so that I could hardly Bit up,
FOR A GROUCH
Two of the best doctors in our town
every sovereign power. Guided thereextreated me, and I tried different mediby, the United States established
is a play of a peculiar cines, until I gave up all hope of ever
"Checkers'
actly in the same way in immigration type. It is of a
type, however, that getting well.
acts classes of undesirable aliens, deOne day, I decided to try some Car-dn-i.
the showgoers of this town
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ecoan
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termined by qualifications
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even religious character.
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a
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American government saw any viola- wages,
is driven away by her father and her using Cardui. Suppose you try it.
tion of the treaty of 1832 in the passIt may be just the medicine you need.
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N.
Write to; Ladles' Advisory Dept.. Chattatrophy giv- noogaBMedicine
This
Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Special
American Immigration acts.
en him by the girl, an old $50 gold Instructions, and
book. "Home Treatment
far women," aant la plain wrapper, on request.
ought to be clear to every statesman.
piecp, and goes to Chicago where he
Question.
hopes to be able to comply with the
If so, has Russia special reasons for demands of the girl's father and make AFRAID OF THE SUFFRAGETTES
such distrimination?
London, Jan. 25. Great interest is
$5,000 within a year as an evidence
of his business ability.
Answer.
being taken in the mass meeting
Luck goes against him and, several which A. Bonar Law is to address at
For economic and social reasons
a months later. "Checkers" visits the the Albert Hall tomorrow. The speecu
Russian legislation established
whole range of restrictions upon Its track. He learns that "Remorse" a will be the first pronouncement made
Jewish subjects. To allow free entry horse booked at long odds, has a show by Mr. Law In London since his elecDetermined to stake happi- tion as leader of the opposition in the
of foreign Jews into Russia is ob- to win.
of commons. Extraordinary previously impossible under the circum- ness and his last cent simultaneously house
stances. They would then enjoy "Checkers" bets the gold piece and cautions are being taken to prevent
wins, giving him a fortune of 5,000. a possible demonstration by the miligreater rights in Russia than Russia's
to the tant suffragists. Women will be adown Jewish subjects.
The
following day he goes
Therein lies
the special reason for the discrimina- liome of his sweetheart in Arkansas mitted to one section of the hall only,
tion which Russia practices
toward to confess that he has broken his and no woman's ticket has been issued
Question.
enter
Jews
to
Russia.
promise by betting. He is pleasantly without a personal guarantee that the
wishing
Has not Russia afforded the United foreign
when she congratulates him holder will not disturb the proceedStates ground for abrogating the I must add that existing restrictions surprised
The girl's father, a ings.
are
winning.
measure
a
of
considered
upon
defense
treaty of 1832 by her violation in ex- for the
"Checkers"
discovers
banker,
masses
Russian
alien
village
against
cluding United Sftates citizens, esout of the
him
orders
GIVES QUICK ACTION
and
dominion. Concern for such measures presence
pecially of Jewish faith?
The Red Cross Drug Co. reports
of protection must be understood by house. He is about to take his deAnswer.
the United States, which for similar parture when it is discovered that a that A SINGLE DOSE of simple buck
No, Russia has not afforded the reasons prohibited the entry of Asiat- run upon the bank is about to occur. thorn hark, glycerine, etc., as com
United States any ground for abrogat- ics.
"Checkers" entertains the vanguard pounded in Adler-1-kthe new Gerof
ing the treaty. The treaty of 1832
the depositors with funny stories man appendictls
Question.
remedy, relieves
was made exclusively for commercial
If Russia, in administering the and as a last resort he deposits his constipation or gas on the stomati.
purposes, and a clause in the very treaty, has given the United States $5,000, which sura gives the institu- almost INSTANTLY.
first article stipulated that American grounds for denouncing the treaty, tion just enough money to pay all the
A MATTER OF TASTE
citizens arriving in Russia, and Rus- why does she seek to penalize the demands upon its reserve. It Is then
"Checto- sian subjects arriving In the United United States by
Some people like Rye in preference
old
welcomes
banker
the
that
to
increase
prbposals
States, should be subject to the in- duties one hundred per cent on Amer- ers" into his home and the curtain to Bourbon or blend whiskeys, aud
reternal laws and regulations of the
descends upon a pair of happy lovers. right here is where we want you to
ican goods?
The entry of
Hobart Cavanaugh played the part sample our Sherwood Rye. It has
spective countries.
Answer.
American citizens of Jewish faith into
of "Checkers" and did it well. Dave that smooth, delightful flavor that
Russia, or, to be more precise, the Braham as "Push' Miller, a race track characterizes perfect whiskey, full
Russia is not absolutely prohibited.
Ru88ian government, has not yet ex- to
dther
With respect to them as
tout, was also good. Miss Florence quart bottled In bond. All the standAmerican citizens, and in a strict ac- pressed any intention of applying re Heston in the part of the leading wo ard whiskeys, brandies, wines and
cordance with the stipulations of the prisals) 'toward goods of American- man. sweetheart of "Checkers, was liquors at the Opera Bar. C. T. ParThe proposals for reprisals or- sweet and
pretty. Without detracting ley, Prop.
treaty, our country enfprces certain origin.
u. UIO from the ability of the other mpn-ber"
rules ThPSf. mips wOT AstnhlishPrt
i sovernment
has not yet indicated in
of the cast it must be said that CONFERENCE ON CHILD LABOR
by Russian Internal legislation which
any m.iiiiu-- i jis aiuuiue tnereon. ine George E. Merrltt as "Uncle Jerry"
forthe
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 25. Delegates
of
into
Russia
permits
entry
future course of the whole affair must
Halter was the star performer. He from nearly 30 states, among them
eign Jews only in definite cases. The
rules have been in force ever since depend upon the negotiations which was the real funmaker. the possessor many men and women who have made
will follow between the governments
of a laugh that, was contagious. The the amelioration of the condition of
the treaty was concluded, and there
never has been any cause to doubt regarding the basis of the new agree- scene in front of the country store in the working classes their life woik,
ment. Proposals to this purpose must
Arkansas was a delightful one with gathered in Louisville today for the
the legality, and there could not be
come from the American government
"Uncle Jerry" tell'ng stories and the opening of the eighth annual conferany, because the enforcement, as beas the side which declared abrogan
differ ence of the National Child Labor com
rubes laughing in
fore pointed out, was stipulated in the
tion.
ent keys. The cast was well balanced mittee. The conference will be In
treaty itself.
Question.
s
and saw to it that all the possibilities session several dayst Miss Jane
Question.
In view of traditional friendship, if of the
due
Kel-lewere
into
of
Mrs.
Florence
brought
Chicago,
piece
Has Russia treated American citi- Russia has not given
grounds for abof the National Consumers' league,
zens of Jewish descent differently in rogating the treaty, to what does she prominence.
Dr. Felix Adler of New York, presispite of their privileges under the attribute the proposal of the United
dent alderman of the Universitv of
CAUSES SICKNESS.
treaty than it has treated other Amer- states for abrogation?
a Disor Virginia, P. P. Claxton, United States
Good
Health
with
Impossible
ican citizens not Hebrews?
Answer.
dered Stomach.
commissioner of education, and a
Answer.
Only the United States can answer
will create number of other civic workers of naThere
is
that
nothing
Yes, Russia has treated American this question. I noted that in a recent
Jews differently from the very be speech President Taft declared that sickness or cause more trouble than a tional prominence are included among
disordered stomach, and many people the scheduled speakers.
The main
ginning. It has treated them exactly ne considered the treaty obsolete.
daily contract serious maladies simply subjects to be considered by the conon the same basis as all other foreign I wherefore he notified us
of its abroga- through disregard or abuse of the ference are: The relation of rural
' n
TOVO
t rim
,4 1.
avnar.itxn N'
stomach.
schools to child labor reform, child
We urge every one suffering from lahor and compulsory education, in
SEEK TO RESTORE COAL PACT quainted with the
situation that the any stomach derangement, indiges- creasing the efficiency of the element25. Whether operators who are now holding aloof tion, or dyspepsia, whether acute or ary school, industrial education and
Jan.
Indianapolis,
there will be a general suspension of finally will be brought into the joint chronic, to try Rexall Dyspepsia Tab- vocation guidance. Federal aid to
coal mining on April 1, when the conference, and that if a wage scale lets, with the distinct understanding education, (and unreasonable induspresent wage agreements expire, de- is negotiated it will cover the five that we will refund their money with- trial burdens on women and children
pends upon the success of the joint states of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Penn- out question or formality, if after rea- and the effect on education.
sonable use of this medicine they are
conference of operators and miners sylvania and West Virginia.
not satisfied with the results. We
which went into session behind closed
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
recommend them to our customers Take LAXATIVE
dors at the Hotel Claypool this afterRED HOT STUFF
BROMO
Quinin
noon. The miners are represented in
When you buy coal you want the every day, and have yet to hear of Tablets. Druggists refund money if
the conference by the special com- best quality that money will buy. any one who has not been benefited it fails to cu'e. E. W. GROVE'S s).g
mittee appointed by the United Mine vVell, that's Yankee coal, finest grade by them. Three sizes, 25c, 50c, and nature is on eacu box. 25c.
Workers. Nearly all of the minewn-er- s for the furnace and the range. A $1.00 a box. Sold in Las Vegas only
of Indiana, Illinois and Ohio are trial order will convince you that It at our store The Rexall Store. E. G.
BISHOP'S ANNIVERSARY
represented, together with some of 1b the best what is. We deliver with Murphey.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 25. Today was the
the independents of the western Penn- despatch. Phone us Coors Lumber
thirtieth anniversary of the consecrasylvania and West Virginia fields. Co.
tion of the Rt. Rev. Cortlandt WhiteThe demands to be presented by the
NEW STYLES FOR OLD
head, Protestant Episcopal bishop cf
IT IS NOT STRANGE
miners concerning w.ages and workThe latest shapes and fashions In Pittsburgh, and the occasion was celeIt is not strange that so many peo- hats, styles, new and
were
ing conditions for the future
exerlarge brated with interesting
agreed upon by the convention of the ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma and small, trimmed and untrimmed. cises in Trinity church. The services
miners' organization which has been restaurant on Center street The bill Hats that make the old look young
opened this morning with the celein session here the past two weeks. of fare is generous and the price is and the young attractive
millinery bration of holy communion by Bishop
Some of the demands are regarded cheap, 25 cents for regular meals. that sets off the
crowning charm of Tuttle of St Louis, the senior bishop
as of a radical character by the mine Many people wonder how it is posand gives the wearer an of the denomination. This was folfemlnnity
owners and there is little possibility sible to serve such erceMent meals so individuality that becomes a
person lowed by an historical address, in
of an agreement being reached un- cheaply.
al asset. All this and more is real which Bishop Whitehead reviewed the
less the demands are substantially
ized b the patrons of Mrs. Wallis Important religious events that have
WORLD GOWING WISER.
modified.
Some of the prominent
taken place since he assumed the
milliner, on Sixth street.
The world is growing wiser every
Pennsylvania and Ohio operators have
bishopric
declined to join in the conference, day and the people of Las Vegas are
BIG REDUCTION
Bishop Whitehead is a native of
and this makes it possible that the growing wise to the fact that there is
our inventory sale every- New York and a graduate of Yok.
During
joint conference may adjourn without no better coffee than Golden Gate,
thing goes at 50 cents o nthe dol- Following his ordination in 18C8 he
doing anythfng, and that negotiations which is sold by the Las Vegas Mer- lar. We make a
specialty of misses' served for three years in Colorado
may then be carried on for a later cantile company. It has a delicious and children's
hats, alsoh some of the and later was pastor of a church in
meeting of operators and miners for blend that cannot be equaled. It sells latest one
piece dresses are below South Bethlehem, Pa. On January 25.
that purpose. There is a firm belief at 45 cents a pound, two pounds for cost. Call and
be convinced. Mrs. A. V.82, he was consecrated bishop of
on the part of many persons well ac 85 cents or two and
f
for $1.
Standlsh.
the diocese of Pittsburgh.

"CHECKERS"

The following statement of Premier
Vladimir KokovUoff, the Russian premier, in regard to the abrogation of
the treaty of 1832 by President Taft
will appear in the issue of Collier's
Weekly for January 27:
When President Taft abrogated the
treaty: made with Russia in 1832, the
editor of Collier's conceived it to be
a matter of high interest to American
citizens to know the official views of
the Russian government upon the action taken by the president. The announcement of abrogation, couched
though It was in the language of diplomacy, and avoiding the assertions
Wjhich made objectionable to Russia
the Sulzer resolution passed by cons
gress December lo, was followed
by cabled reports that Russia
intended to make immediate tariff re
prisals. Accordingly, an authoritative
statement of the attitude of Russia became increasingly a matter of international importance. Atter a preliminary interchange of messages between a former American diplomat,
acting in behalf of Collier's and the
Russian Court, the editor was informed that the premier of Russia,
Vladimir Kokovtsoff, would make a
written response to a set of questions.
A list of five questions, prepared after
consultation with men interested in
all phases of the issue, thereupon was
cabled to the premier. A delay ensued, due, it became apparent when
the response came, to the care taken
by Kokovtsoff in preparing his replies.
The absence of diplomatic "evasion is
noticeable. The questions and replies
follow in order.
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Don't hesitate!
Don't delay! It may be a long, long while before you will have another White
Wear buying opportunity such as this.
Consider that here are the greatest assortments, finest qualities and lowest prices placed on
white goods of every sort by this or any other local store In many reasons. Remember that all these
goods are fresh, crisply new, perfect and without a flaw. Then stop to think how nicely you can
utilize the substantial sums you will save If you anticipate now all your white goods requirements fdr
the next twelve months. Finally, remember that the sale is on its last lap hat it will close SATin
URDAY and deodde that you will share again In this Greatest January
White Sale Greatest
point of asortments Greatest in point of qualities Greatest In point of reductions. Come sure.
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The Useful Verb 'To Get."
There is no word, long or short, In
the English language capable of per
forming so much labor In a clear. Intelligible sense as the verb to get;
e
and here is an
specimen of
its capabilities:
"I got on horseback within ten minutes after after I got your letter. When
I got to Canterbury I got a chaise for
town; but I got wet through before I
got to Canterbury and I have got such
a cold as I shall not be able to get
rid of in a hurry. I got to the treasury
about noon, but first of all I got
shaved and dressed. I soon got lntc
the secret of getting a memorial before
the board, but I could not get an
answer then; however, I got intelligence from the messenger that 1
should most likely get one the next
morning. As soon as I got back to my
inn I got my supper. When I got up
in the morning I got my breakfast
and then got myself dressed that 1
might get out in time to get an answer
to my memorial. As soon as I got it
I got into the first chaise and got to
Canterbury by 3 o'clock, and about
tea time I got home."
old-tim-

PLAZA

ESTABLISHED 786Z

Some day, alter tney are uiniu, perhaps, she will remember what a vulgar fool he made, of himself, once
upon a time, and she will remind him
of it. And then he will be very sick
and sorry for himself.
So don't get angry.
It 1b never
worth while.
And it isn't a bit clever, either.
Any monkey will chatter if it is
teased. Any cat will spit if its tail Is
trodden on.
Try to be more human than a
monkey or a cat. Try to smile when
you feel like scowling, for when you
scowl or frown it leaves wrinkles
which can never be removed by treatment of any kind, and it is not worth
while to spoil the beauty of the Xaoe
for a scowl.

The Sanitary Hog Wallow.
The
hog yard has a feeding floor, the advantages of which
are many. Such hog yard should have
a sanitary wallow. Here are the directions for building:
One of cement may be made by digging a hole 15 inches deep and 10
feet square. In the bottom pack S
incnes ot coarse gravei or cinaers,
and on this lay 3 inches of coarse
concrete. Smooth off the surface and
raise the sides 6 inches higher.
This makes a shallow basin, which
will make a good sanitary
wallow,
and a barrel of water a day will be
to keep It going. If you
sufficient
have running water which can be
piped Into the bas'n, so much the
better.

RATHER PLEASANT
SAVED

Correcting Willie.
Papa and mamma and son Willie
were crossing the ocean. Willie had
done something for which his mother
thought he needed correction, but not
feeling equal to the occasion she
turned to her husband.
"John," she said, "can't you speak
to Willie?"
Papa replied in a thin, weak voice,
"Howdy, Willie." Success Magazine.
,

-

Temper Talk.

n"r. look pretty when
ner face is convulsed with rage. Her
lover will not forget how she looked.
Nor does a man look dignified, nor
does he, as a rule, talk sense, when
h la rowing with his sweetheart.
g!H

If it wasn't for one t'lng
smash youse!
Reggy What's that?
De Tough Youse looks like a gal
uster know.
De Tough

PH

Ah, you are in this time.
five times with this bill.
Dut you ve been out.
Owens
Well, you are out
Dunn

rre called

this time. Fine morning, Isn't it?

1

all-da-

one-hal-

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only aprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LAS VEGAS

LION HUNTING

IS

NOT A TAME

Itself practically to the cost of their
feed.

"In Africa, you know, the elephant
Is not used as a working animal aa It
la In India. But that Is because none
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A LITTLE DANDERINE WILL
MAKE YOUR HAIR LUSTROUS,

SOFT, FLUFFY, ABUNDANT
Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff

MAINE STATE CLUB WOMEN

Dexter,

Me.,

Jan. 25. The Woman's
of this place is enter-

club
taining for two days the annual convention of the Maine Federation of
Women's clubs. This, the opening day
of the gathering, was devoted chiefly
to the reception of the delegates 'vho
arrived in large number from all over

Literary

If you Wish to Double the Beauty
of your Hair in Ten Minutes surely
Try a Danderine Hair Cleanse
Your hair becomes light, wavy, fluffy,
abundant and appears as soft, lustrous and
beautiful as a young girl's after a Danderine
hair cleanse. Just try thi- s- moisten a cloth
with a little Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one smsli strand
at a time. This will cleanse the hair of dust,'
dirt and excessive oil and in just a few
moments you have doubled the beauty of
your hair.
A delightful surprise awaits particularly
those who have been careless, whose hair
has been neglected or is scraggy, faded, dry,
brittle or thin. Besides beautifying the hair
at once, Danderine dissolves every particle
of dandruff; cleanses, purities and invigorates the scalp, forever stopping itching and
falling hair.
Try as you will, after one application of
Danderine you cannot find any dandruff or
a loose or falling hair, and your scalp will
never itch, but what will please you most
will be after a few weeks' use when you will
actually see new hair fine and downy at
first yes but really new hair sprouting all
over the scalp. Danderine makej the hair
we can
grow long, heavy and luxuriant and soft
hair
prove it. If you care for pretty, bottle of
and lots of it surely get a 25 cent
Knnwlton's Danderine from any druggist
or toilet counter, and just try it.

the state. The business sessions of
the meeting, including the election

of officers for the year, will be held

tomorrow.
TO DRAIN 'ARKANSAS SWAMP
Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 25. A contact for one of the most gigantic,
drainage projects ever undertaken In
the south was let today by an engineering firm of this city. The project
Involves the reclaamtion of sunken
lands in northeastern Arkansas, supposed to have been caused by an
earthquake obout 100 years ago.
About 200 square miles are Included
In the district. The contract calls for
the construction of about 300 miles of
ditches, 280 miles of which will be 40
lo 50 feet wide and 15 feet deep. The
main ditch will be 55 miles long. Surplus water will be ted into the St
Francis and Xyronaz rivers. The reclamation will coat about $1,500,000.

i

THURSDAY,

JANUARY

Your Druggist
OFFICIAL NEWS
Stops That Itch FROM STATE

of the African natives hare even been
If yntt are suffering from Ecezema.
intelligent enough to train them. The PsorlauUv
or my other kind of akin
Hindoo is very intelligent, and his in- trouble, dron Into our store for Instant
will
we
relief,
yon to stop
telligence has conquered the native that Itch In two guarantee
Is.
scon'remedies
We
sol.
for skin
have
other
elephant's colossal bulk, roping It Into
troubles, but non j the? yra could recomman's service. Another point Is that mend n nlftd' fcd this, a mild wash of
PAUL RAINEY, SPORTSMAN,
DEof Wlntenrrten Thymol and a few
India is a closely settled country, and Oil
other inuredlcnts that have wrought
SCRIBES ADVENTURES
IN
there is no difficulty there in providing such wonderful cures all over the country.
AFRICAN JUNGLES
provender for the elephant. In Africa
'I'his ompour.J is known ad D.D.rX
for Fczerrr nd it will cool
the country is so sparsely settled that Prescription
nnd heal the itchy, ouimiitf akin aa
else can.
New York, Jan. 25. Paul J. Kainey, it is a day's work for the elephant to nothing
A 2uc trial bottle will prove It.
Of course all othi..-- druSKlata have
.America's famous young sportsman, forage around and feed himself, let
po to t'iem If you
P.D.D. Prescription
Who returned the other day from a alone doing anything besides.
can't come to us but don't accept some
substitute.
"A good many popular misconceiv
-- ,
m nnr store, we are
year's shooting in Africa, is so fasof what D.l D. will do for you
cinated by the sport of kings that he Hons obta'n here regarding Africa. so certain
on
we offer you a full else bottle
lin-i- t
hat
is going to remain only six weeks in Parts of it are among the most beau- that
this guarantee:;! yo'i ?o AT t ON(
K It
'
It taken away the Itch
bis native land before setting out tiful country land in the World. coats
you not a cent.
newer
us
cotton
as
a
three-year'They'll
outstrip
again on a
hunting Jaunt
K. D. GOODALL
through Africa and India. Incident- growing country, however, in my opinEast Las Vegas, N. M.
al:.. Mr. Rainey rose from his office ion, as they have not the facilities
chair at No. 527 Fifth avenue yester- nor the trained labor nor the means of
it grew on them like an acquired taste.
day to remark forcibly that he does reaching a market."
Mr. Rainey, who is modest and dis- In Africa lions are regarded as vernot spend a million dollars a year on
likes being held up as a "mighty hun- min, and their tendency to eat a man
himself.
"That's a nice thing to print about ter," was somewhat averse to telling up occasionally doesn't add to the
After Mr.
native love for them.
a man!" Mr. Rainey said yesterday. of his hunting campaign proper.
"It's not so dangerous as one might Rainey had showed what his dogs
"I don't
Fiend
that
he said. "The worst danger. could do in the way of rounding up
amount, and though stories like that, suppose,"
1
think, is that of illness. When we a lion for shooting the government
I suppose, really do no harm,
they
make a man mad clear through. 1 reached Nairobi, our center of opera- gave him permission to go into the
live simply, haven't any yacht except tions, we found the bubonic plague AhJ river section reserve where the
That was somewhat upset- new railroad is being built. Any one
a
boat, and don't want to be raging.
M. E. who can kill lions and leave the naheld up to public view as a spend- ting: but a friend of mine, Dr.
was In the party, and so we tives to work on the railroad in peace
Johnson,
thrift.
all felt safe. Then, the first thing we 18 welcomed by the government,
"Take a hunting trip like my recent all knew the
good doctor was down
Mr Kalney shot some fifty lions in
one through Africa. It Is within the with
the fever; so, instead of Wstak-jtnlsection 0f tne country. li It
reach of any sportsman
Ing care of us we took care of him. hadn't been for his dogs,, which eoas-H- e
means. The whole evpedltlon ought
came out all right."
led them into ateht. he says he does
not to cost the most luxurious traveleabro;:d
The
has
not, mink uiai ne wouiu nave uau sucn
gotten
Impression
r1 more than $5,000.
That amount
Mr. Rainey says lion hunting is extraordinary luck.
should finance the whole expedition, that
a tame sport. Take It from Mr. Rai"The rhinoceros is a dangerouu anihire all the necessary help, feed them,
Mr. Rainey has never made any mal, too," Mr. Rainey said. "Yoa are
and do all the incidental expenses up ney,
such remark.
only allowed to shoot two on a hn
in a moderately inexpensive bundle.
"Lion hunting is the best sport of ter's license, as the animals are be"You have to pay your 'colored help'
said. "They're great fighters, coming extinct; but more get shot,
out there only five rupees a month. all," he
and
all rot, this talk about my because the vicious stupid brutes p. re
it's
A rupee is 33
cents. That makes
bear hounds running lions keen about attacking you and you
Mississippi
li!7Vi cents a month
er porter. Feed- down.
were a great aid to me have to shoot in
I didn't
They
ing them br'ngs the total up to about and
sort of thing, but it took, have any trouble but once, when one
that
all
$3 per month per servant; so you
a gun, and a high power one, to put of the
creatures was coming
can see It doesn't cost so much to have
a lion out. of commission.
They tight, my way. I don't think he had it in
a full retinue of servants over in and
fight to the last ditch. What lor me, but I just happened to be in
Africa. But they're a stupid lot."
the hounds do is to route the Hon the route he had selected to progress
"How do you contr J ihein through out, follow him, and hay him. We folby. The result was we got into trouan interpreter?" Mr. Hainey was ask- low the lion bv the baying of the dogs ble. I
shot him, but only wounded
ed
I've him. Of course I was agile enough
and it's very tickllnsh work.
"Oh,
speak the language," he re- been six feet from one in the brush, to get out of the way, but th4 next
"I ought to, for I was out and had to do some quick dodging to thing 1 knew he had chased
plied.
friend
there a year. There isn't so much tojsave my life and get my gun Into of mine and his native gun carrier up
learn. The language is guttural, a ud commission.
They are even more a tree.
consists of a shaded variety of dangerous" after you ve wounded than
"They shot at him and I shot at him
i. rents.
Their range of ideas is, of j "One we had the moving picture and finally we brought him down all
a quivering mass of enraged futility.
tourse, very limited, and consequeui- machine In operation, and a lioness
one
The
limited.
they're the worst of all -- came ton-ais
their
language
lj
There's some class to them for .shootttie aboriginal mind is appar- us. She was right upon us when 1 ing purposes, but not to an
elephant
ently incapable of conceiving is the drew a bead on her and shot her I shot one, but it was about as much
civilised idea of time. They cannot ihrouirh the lungs. She was jw
fun ae shooting into the side of a
understand why we should have 12 through the lungs. She was just ready ''arn, even if you do have to hit 'hem
o'clock noon and 12 o'clock midnight. to spring for the moving picture man just 'n the right spot."
The day starts with them at the com- - when I got her. She fell In a heap,
During hi-- six week's stay here Mr.
bullet had gone clean through Rainey intends to lecture before a
ing of daylight. Now four hours
ter daylight is
."
her, and we didn't even know that we Dumber of private clubs and exh'b'.i
Mr. Rainey reproduced an African had shot her till later.
some of the wonderful stereop'.Icon
'Xow those dogs of mine couldn't views and movinug pictures he has
gruut, the full beauty of which it is
handle a beast like that, though they taken on his lecent tour1. He wt'l lecimpossible to set forth in print.
'Naturally their conception of time were capable of bringing a leopard ture for charity in Cleveland, his naand ours brought about some misun- down all by themselves. People laugh- tive town, and before the Miner.'
derstanding. We had to yield, though, ed a me when I went out there with Home in A'leotown, Pa
as it was easier for us to learn their them, but they were the real thing."
way than well, come to think of it,
It was a case of "Do tell us, deah
INDIANA REPUBLICANS
I guess a hammer wouldn't jwund any chap? What, dawgs?" when Mr. Rail
Ind., Jan. 25. The anIndianapolis,
notion of ours into their heads.
ney landed at Mombassa and told the nual round-uof the Indiana Repub' To return to
the expense sheet. resident Englishman of his plans, and lican Editorial association in this
city
You have to have some camels to trav- so the American sportsman is particaused an influx of editors and
today
el with. Now, on the coast a camel cularly gratified at the way his pack
from all over the state. Esosts between ?30 and $40. You buy behaved in action. Teaching them to politicians
interest attached to the mee-inpecial
them, take them where you wish, and follow the lion's scent was the hard
from the fact that the proceei-ir.- s
when you return to the coast sell them job, as any one who has visited the
are expected to reflect the sentiagain. They're as good as new, so Von cages at the Zoo can understand. ment of the rank and file of the rethat part o it is an item that reduces Once they became used to it, though,
publican party in Indiana on the subject, of the presidential nomination.
The selection of Senator Norris Brown
of Nebraska to deliver the principal
address at the association banquet is
regarded as of much significance.
Senaicr Brown is a Taft supporter and
a stanch defender of the Taft policies.
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IN THE ANCIENT CITY OF
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FE.
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Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. R. W.
special agent for the general
land office, arrived. In Santa Fe last
Mr. Dyer has
night from Denver.
been detached from duty at Denver
and will be temporarily engaged here.
School Fund Custodians.
The two following treasurers filed
their bonds as custodians of the
county school funds of their respect
ive counties with Alvan N. White,
superintendent of public instruction
yesterday: James A. Baird, S17.000,
Otero county ; lee G. Pearson, $27,000,
Quay county.
Change of jent.
The Corporation Trust company of
New Mexico today Hied a certificate
of change of agent with the corporation commission.
The former agent
was Hanna and Spencer of Santa Fe,
now superseded by Francis Wilson,
also of Santa Fe. The company declares that its business is transacted
in Santa Fe county.
Homestead Entries.
The following homestead entries
were filed yesterday In the local land
office:
Jennie
Goodwin,
Wagon
Jose L. Martinez, La Lien-dre- ;
Mound;
Edna Rousseau, Estancla; Mrs.
George Blunt. Santa Fe; Frederick
n. Wise, Estancla; Jose ae la luz Dura n, Cuba; Emilio Gonzales, Pecos;
John S. Gregory, Barnardo;
Jose
Rael, Old Albuquerque.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
received yesterday In the office of
the state treasurer, O. N. Marron; Oscar Lohman, treasurer of Dona Ana
county, on account of taxes collected,
$0,494.11; B. J. Reagan, treasurer of
Roosevelt county, on account of taxes
collected, $897.01; Cleofes Romero, superintendent of the penitentiary, on
account of convicts' earnings, $354.04;
First State Bank and Trust company
of Roswjell, five peT cent
proceeds
from United States land sales permanent fund, $15,083.78.
Good Roads Matters.
The Federal flood Roads Aid convention met in Washington. D. C,
January 16 and 17. 'i'ue convention
passed a resolution calling on President Taft to appoint five members of
a committee which Is to consist of
5 persons.
Five additional are to be
appointed from the senate, and five
from the house of
representatives.
The object of this committee is to
Inquire into the best methods for
aid to the building of good roads
throughout the country. There are
now . 1 00 bills pending before congress, but none of them is definite
enough, the convention decided.
It is hoped that the representatives
in congress of the states through
which the Ocean to Ocean highway is
planned will organize for the purpose
of enlisting federal aid to the project.
Supreme Court.
The state supreme court yesterday
disposed of the following cases:
Case No. 131. William Rhodes, ap
pellee vs. Early C. Maulfalr, appel
lant, appeal from the district court
of Chaves county, judgment of the
lower court affirmed with costs.
Case No. 1443. Eugene F. Hard-wick- ,
appellee, vs. James W. Rice, ap
pellant, appeal from the district court
of Chaves county, reset for March 5.
Case No. 1432. L. M. Zederman. ap
pellant vs. R. J. Thompson, appellee,
appeal from the district court of Quay
county, submitted on briefs.
Case No. 1442.
The Knight-LocPiano company, appellee vs. P. Wor-ley- ,
appellant, appeal from the district court of Curry county, dismissed
on account of
of appellee or appellant.
The state supreme court met at
10 o'clock this morning at the
capitol
with all judges present. The two
following cases were disposed of after
which the court took a recess until
10 o'clock next Friday
morning. Case
No. 1455, Orange Saw Mill company,
appellant, vs. Carmichael Lumber
company, appellee, appeal from the
district court of Chaves county, motion to dismiss denied, case submitted
on briefs. Case No. 1452, Territory
of New Mexico, appellee, vs. Benito
Lobato, appellanL appeal from the district court of Taos county, reset for
hearing March 5.
Dyer,
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CEMENT

FLOORS

The stables of the Ideal Sanitary
dairy are equipped with cement floors
which makes It an easy matter to
keep them perfectly clean. The milk
is bandied in bright, airy rooms amid
clean surroundings.
If you are not
patronizing the Ideal you do not
know wttiat the purest and sweetest
of milk is.

THRU

25, 1912.

BANK TO PAY ALL

Tucumcart, N. M., Jan. 25. State
Bank Examiner John Joerns arrived
last night via French and has taken
charge of the International Bank of
Commerce of Tucumcari which closed
its doors on Monday noon. From a superficial examination made by Mr.
Joerns ahe asses ts and liabilities as
shown by the books are $201,400. Until
the examiner has made a thorough
examination it will not be possible to
state the losses. Mr. JoernB, however,
states that in his opinion based on
bis present knowledge of conditions,
there is a good likelhlood of the possibility of a liquidation whereby all depositors and creditors may be paid in
full. The closing of the bank will not
seriously affect any other banking in
stltutions. Too much money loaned
necessitated heavy rediscounts, oou
pled with the fact that the past president of the bank, W. F. Buchanan,
recenty left Tucumcari, caused uneasiness in the mind of depositors
creating a run which resulted in the
closing of the bank. A. E. Carter, re
cently resigned as postmaster, is
of the bank.
IN MEMORY OF JOHN

BUNYAN

London, Jan. 25. After a lapso of
two and a quarter centuries since his
death, London paid a belated tribute
to the memory of John Bunyan today,
when the national memorial window
n the north transept of Westminster
Abbey was unveiled with impressive
ceremonies. The memorial to the "in
spired thinker' was designed by J. M.
Ccwper and executed at a cost of
$1,000. raised by poular subscription.
Tic window, designed in two sections,
Illustrates some of the chief scenes
and .episodes in Bunyan's immortal
Pilgrim' Progress."
'

RARE STAMPS AT AUCTION
New York, Jan. 25. The sale of one

the finest stamp collections dispersed in a long time in this city
attracted a large gathering of dealers
and collectors to a Broadway auction
roiii today. Among the rare varieties included In the sale were a St.
Louis ipotmaster's stamp, of
five
cents denomination, issued in 1845,
and valued at $150, and an unusued,
blackish pur
specially printed
ple government issue of 1880, valued
at $100. Among the other rarities
were a number of early issues of revenue stamps.
of

12-ce-

Please Read These Two Letters.
The following letter from Mrs. Orville Rock will prove how unwise
it is for women to submit to the dangers of a surgical operation when it
may lie avoided by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
She was four weeks in the hospital and came home suffering:
worse than before. Then after all that suffering Lydia E.
's
Vegetable Compound restored her health.
HERE IS HER OWN STATEMENT.
Paw Paw, Mich. "Two years ago I suffered
veiy severely with a displacement I could not
be on my feet for a long time. My physician
treated me for several months without much relief, and at last sent me to Ann Arbor for an operation. 1 was there four weeks and came home
suffering worse than before. My mother advised
me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComI am well and strdng
pound, and I did.
and do all my own housework. I owe my health
to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
advise every woman who is afflicted with any
female complaint to try it." Mrs. Ok ville Rook,
li. R. No. 6, Paw Paw, Mich.
"THERE NEVER WAS A WORSE CASE."
Rockport, Ind. " There never was a worse case of women's Ills
than mine, and I cannot liegin to tell you what I suffered. For over
two years I was not able to do anything. I was in bed for a month
and the doctor said nothing but an operation would cure me. My
father suggested Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound; so to
please him I took it, and 1 improved wonderfully, so I am able to
travel, ride horseback, take long rides and never feel any ill effects
from it. I can only ask other suffering women to give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation."
Mrs. Mabgabet Meredith, R. F. D. No. 3, Rockport, Ind.
We will pay a handsome reward to any person who will prove to us
that these letters are not genuine and truthful or that either of these
women were paid in any way for their testimonials, or that the original letter from each did not come to us entirely unsolicited.
For SO years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound lias been the standard remedy for female ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
does justice to herself who will not try this famous medicine, made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many suffering women to health.
Pink-ham-

To-da-

MKMI IMK O.
Write to LYDIA IM'INKII
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
Your letter will be oneued, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict confidence.
.M

SASKATCHEWAN
NEW YORK HONORS CARDINAL
New York, Jan. 25. New York's
celebration In honor of the elevation
of the Most 'Reverend John M. Farley
to the cardlnalate, which began a

week ago with the welcome of tha
new cardinal upon his arrival from
Rome, culminated today in notable re
ligious ceremonies held in St. Pat
rick's Cathedral. The demonstration
as one of the most remarkable cf
its kind ever held in the metropolis
and was participated in by eminent
prelates and priests of the Roman
Catholic church from many parts of the
(.roiled States and Canada. The leading features of the service were the
celebration of the solemn pontifical
mass by Archbishop Predergast of
Philadelphia, a sermon by the Rt.
R?v Thomas F. Cusack, arch: ishop
of New York, and addresses ct congratulation in behalf of the clergy and
laity, delivered respectively by the Rt.
Rev. Mgr. Michael J. Lavelle, rector
of the Cathedral, and Justice Victor L.
Dowling. Cardinal Farley presided In
the sanctuary during the celebration
of the mass.
SCHOOL

HOUSE OPEN

Regina, Sask., Jan. 25. With the
usual ceremonies the fourth session
of the second provincial legislature of
Saskatchewan was opened this afternoon in the magnificent new parliament buildings. Important measures
relating to education, railways, internal improvements and other matters
were foreshadowed in the speech from
the throne

GREAT WHITE WAY
When you put up an electric sign at
your place of business you will have
done something for yourself as well
as your city, for an electric sign Is the
modern great white way of advertising. Keeps your name constantly before the eyes of the purchasing pub
Ho and helps to make Las Vegas look
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
Light and Power company.

Sixth street has marked oft the price
of hats. All trimmed goods and
shapes are being sold at absolute
cost to make room for early spring
purchases. Now is the time to make
your purchases, ladles. There is a
chance to make a big saving.

CRANKING NECE8SARY
To start one of our horses going and
no gasoline Is necessary to keep them
Nobby, clean and
going.
rigs and good horses are what constitutes the best livery service. Remember you can get us at any hour of
the day or night by calling Main 15
M. L. Cooley.
NO

likeness of some near dear relative
a portrait that was a true liken
with every characteristic line atiii
natural expression. In our p ui;
work we study our subject, get die
proper pose and light, that's wbj out
work Is artistic. Waterman's Portrait
Studio on the Plaza.

that aid nature are

ways most effectual. Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
allays the cough, relieves the lungs,

opens the secretions and aids nature in restoring the system to a
healthy condition. Thousands have
testified to its superior excellence.
Sold by all druggists.
When buying a cougb medicine for
children bear In mind that Chamber
Iain's Cough Remedy is most effectual
for colds, croup and wboping cough
and that it contains no harmful drug.
For sale by all druggists.

Charles Durham, Lovtngton,

111.,

has

IN NEW YORK CITY

Tou will find Hotel Cumberland, at
Broadway end Fifty fourth street,
near Central Park, an ideal location
in the retail shopping and theatei
elevated
district, with the subway,
and surface cars at hand. A hand
some, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the best restau
rants In the city, but moderate It
prices. Rooms with bath, J2.K0 pet
day np. Send for booklet Harry P
Stlmson, manager.

RHEUMATISM

NATIONAL

Hall's
ternally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free. Price
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

HOW MANY TIMES
Have you wished you had a good

succeeded In finding a positive cure
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
the bed every night clear thro' on
the floor. I tried several kinds of
kidney medicine and I was In the drug

HOW'S THIS?
STRICTLY UP TO DATE
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReThat's the phrase that fits the
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh equipment of the Las Vegas Steam
Cure.
laundry, as well as the kind of service
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
rendered. We have the finest steam
We, the undersigned, have known
in New Mexico and we are
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and laundry
to render prompt service of
prepared
in
him
all
believe
perfectly honorable
character. Telephone Main
the
best
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out obligations made by 81.
his firm.
BANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo, O.
Catarrh Cure Is taken in-

5biJ

The Danger of a Grippe
Is Its fatal tendency to pneumonia.
HOME MADE CANDIES
That's descriptive of the products of To cure your la grippe coughs take
Honey and Tar Compound. R.
the Potter Candy Kitchen. They are Foley's
R Fisher, Washington, Kan., says:
a home product and they are made "I was troubled with a severe attack
by the most expert candy makers of la grippe that threatened penumo-nia- .
A friend avised Foley's Honey
money can obtain. Hence we lead all
and Tar Compound and I got relief
competitors in this districL Try a after taking the first few doses. I took
box of our chocolates. We cover the three bottles and my la grippe was
cured." Get the genuine, in the yelentire retail field. F. B. Potter.
O. G. Schaefer and
low package.
Red Cross Drug Co.
HATS OFF
The Wallis millinery store on
alMedicines

SHOES

The kind that wear and withstand
the hard service given them by vigorous boys and girls, is the kind to
Children who go to school
buy.
should have good, substantial shoes.
Likewise the husband and father who
goes to his work, should have good,
We
have the
substantial shoes.
shoes at the right prices. Call in
and be fitted. C. V. Hedgcock, Douglas avenue.

y

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
A

Lanital Alk your Dranbt I
IMnmon J It run
ChUka.t
Pllln In Red ud Veld
boxes, sated with Blue. Ribbon.
v
Bur of
no
other.
Tk
Askf..r Itl.OinCR-TKRUnnht
IMAHOND BBAND PILLS, for M
yesrs known ss Best, Ssfest, Alwmketabhl
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SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

store looking for something different
to help him when I heard of Foley
Kidney Pills. After he had taken
them two days we could see a change
and when he had taken two thirds of
a bottle he was cured. That is about
six weeks ago and be has not wet
in bed since." O. Q. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

KIDNEY AILMENTS
STOMACH TROUBLES

FAYWOOD
HOT SPRINGS
It cures, and you remain cured, we
and you will if you try it
Conceded the greatest kidney water
on earth.
Why not visit Faywood Hot Springs
first, since you will eventually go there
anyway?
Large Modern Hotel. Perfect Climate.
Booklet
know,

T. C. McDermott, "The Faywood,"
Fay woo.d N. M.
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IN NEW YORK CITY
You will find Hotel Cumberland, at
street,
Broadway and Fifty-fourtnear Central Park, an Ideal location.
In the retail shopping and theater
district, with the subway, elevated
and surface cars at hand. A handsome, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the best restaurants in the city, but moderate in
prices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 per
day up. Send for booklet Harry P.
Stimson, manager.
h
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TWENTY

Camden, N- - J.,
Shinn, 17 years
coughing almost
days. Naturally
to stop it, for it
ing. Her mother

Jan.

25.

A

Miss Mary

been hiccontinually for 20
she is very anxious
is extremely wearyand her friends also
desire strongly that she stop hiccough-ing- .
A most attractive girl, she is becoming thin, pale and nervous.
There is a home tradition that if
you frighten a person who is hiccoughing, scare the breath out of him
or her the hiccoughs will stop.
Many and novel methods have been
adopted to scare Miss Mary and Bhe
has been dreadfully scared but she
has continued to hiccough. Now her
mother is going to try to make Miss
Mary laugh bo hearily that she will
forget the hiccoughs.
Mrs. Shinn has asked the members
of the old Dumant Minstrel company
to come to her house and give a show.
Miss Mary dotes on minstrels and her
mother fondly hopes Bhe ' wil 'be
thrown into such convulsions of laughter that the hiccoughs will go away.
Miss Mary, who lives at No. 125
North Twenty-fourtstreet here, enjoyed a hearty meai on January 5 last.
Immediately after it she began to
Everybody knows that hiccoughing is involuntary. You cannot
will stop 1t.
or
Any pathologist
physiologist will tell you that a hiccough is a short, sharp, clicking or
catching sound due to the sudden arrest of breathing by a momentary,
of the diaspasmodic contraction
phragm and a simultaneous contrac
tion of the windpipe. And that's what's
the matter with Miss Mary. At brief
and distant intervals she stops hiccoughing, then starts again.
To frighten
a relative crept up
behind her and fired a revolver. She
jumped and shrieked then went on
old, has

hr

hiccoughing.

Her nights are almost sleepless. So
this same relative got a mask and
dark lantern and played burglar. He
tiptoed into Miss Mary's bed room,
which is kept very dark in the hope
that she will sleep, and flashed the
dark lantern in her wakeful eyes
and put his masked face close to hers.
A hfccougSi cut shot the terrified
scream that she emitted.
Then, for her sake of course, her
kinsman tried another method which,
it is safe to say, is not mentioned in
any medical treatise on hiccoughs. A
tT
get
couple of them pretended
furiously angry with Miss Mary. After working themselves up to a seeming paroxysm of rage they seized the
girl, dragged her to a third story
window, raised the window, lifted her
off her feet and swore they would
threw her ount. Her yells could be
heard for blocks. When her kindly
relatives released her, she sank in a
chair panting and hiccoughing.
These, and other such domestic
remedies having failed, Mrs. Shinn
called physicians to Miss Mary. They
prescribed all sorts of sedatives; if
the drugs had only acted Miss Mary
would be the most sedate young wo
man in all New Jersey. The physi
cians gave her the most powerful
medicines, such as amyl nitrite, which
is prescribed in asthma and angina
pectoris. They even gave her hydro
cyanic acid of course in minute doses
and that is given to check the racking cough of pulmonary tuberculosis.
Miss Mary had a similar attack of
hiccoughing after each dose of medicine. Finally her mother, almost in
despair" bethought herself of the
girl's fondness for minstrel shows; often she has laughed until she criSd
at the joKes and antics of the black
So the Dumont
faced comedians.
minstrel troupe will go to her home
and try to cure the spasms of hiccoughing with spasms of laughter.

liOClT WHITE WAV
When you put up an electric sign at
your place of business you will have
done something for yourself as well
as your city, for an electric sign is the
modern great white way of advertis
ing. Keeps your name constantly before the eyes of the purchasing pub
He and helps to make Las Vegas look
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
Light and Power company.
THE STOCKING SYSTEM
Are you using the stocking system
or the bed mattress in saving money?

Why not deposit your money where
It will earn interest? This bank pro
vides absolute safety to funds en
trusted to our care, and pays four
ner cent Interest annually on certifi
cates of deposit The same courtesy
is accorded to the small as well as
large depositors. First National Bank

GIANTS WILL LEAD THE ANNUAL
SPRING INVASION OF THE
LAND OF DIXIE
New York, Jan. 25. .In less than a
month's time tbe invasion of the
Southland by the National and American league teams will begin in earnest. Spring training nowadays plays
an imiOrtant part in the preparation
for the major league seasons. The
subject of training trips demands the
attention of club owners and their
managers almost from the time a season ends until the next one begins.
A good start, it is figured
by al'
managers, means much In a pennant
race. The Giants didn't get off well
last year. They failed to take the
lead in the pennant race until May 24,
and had their troubles to stay in
front until the last month of the season, when they finally won out. The
world's champion Athletics were outlined by the Detroit Tigers until July
4, when the Quakers took the lead
in the American league race for the
first time.
Just the same the Giants will be
the first of the National leageu teams
to start for the southern
training
grounds for the coming season, and
the Athletics wil be in the van of
the American leaguers.
The drawback with the
training
trips is that frequently the change
from bright sunshine and balmy
weather to raw winds and cold rains
in the north is too sudden for the
players who have been working in
the south. One of the greatest difficulties a manager who takes from 25
to 35 players to the training camp
has is the fact that veterans of the
team have to be urged on in their
work and the youngsters held back.
Recruits strong of arm and ambit'ous
forget that the training games do not
ount and are apt in a pinch to put
everything they possess on the ball
before the arm has been seasoned
to stand the strain.
The trouble with the youngsters i;
that the recruits who have never been
south so early in the year and have
not been required to join a club before April 1, in many instances have
never had a sore arm, and consequently get to make themselves believe that they cannot ' get lame.
There is a first time, (though, for every player, and when that time arrives
it may put him out of the game for
weeks, months or an entire season, it
is the greatest evil that a manager
has to guard againht.
All the National league clubs have
completed their training plans. The
Giants will be the pioneers. The first
squad will leave this city for Marlin
Springs on February 16 going by way
of St. Louis, where they will join the
western contingent on February 1?.
Manager John McGraw expects to be
tbe first man at Marlin. He will go
by train, and expects to meet the
first squad of youngsters on February
20.
Wilbert Robinson will be with
him to take charge of the young
pitchers. The regular players of the
team will leave in two squads a week
later than the recruits, and report to
Manager McGraw about February 28.
McGraw will have 35 players at the
Springs when all hands report.
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Staples buying gave firmness
at
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up
corn. May opened
67 to
cents, touched 66 067 cents
cents. The
and advanced to 67
at 67 6
with
May
was
close
steady
cents, an advance of
of
active
were
purchasers
Shorts
oats. There was considerable profit
to
taking. May started unchanged
to 50 cenU and ascenddown at 50
cents.
ed to 50
Provisions were a little easy. First
sales were unchanged to 5 cents lower,
for pork; $9.47
with May $16.37
to $9.50 for lard and $8.80 for ribs.
Closing quotations were as follows:
95
Wheat, May 101101; July
&

Corn,
Oats,
Pork,
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New York, Jan.
Copper 13.lo14.00;
44.50;

34:

Lead;

25.

Silver
Tir.

57;

43.50

4.404.50.

FUNEL OF HARAHAN.
MeinDhio. Tenu.. Jan. 25. Funeral
services for James T. Harahan, for
merly president of the Illinois Central railroad, who was killed In a
wreck ' near Kinmundy, HI., will take
nlace here .late this afternoon, a
special trainf conveying Mr. Harahan 3
body arrived in Memphis today.
J. Ogden Armour, Edward Morris,
John Cudahy, George B. Swift, H. V.
Mudge and James Patten will be honorary pall bealers. The services will
be conducted by Bishop Thomas F.
Gailor of the Protestant
Episcopal
church of Tennessee, at the home of
Captain W. B. Mallory, Mr. Harahan's
father-in-law- .

Mr. Harahan's second son, J. T.
Harahan, Jr., Is ill in a Chicago hospital and was unable to come. InterRibs, January $8.55.
ment will be deferred pending the a
rival there of Mr. Harahan's daughCHICAGO LIVE 8TOCK
ters, Mrs. A. Nichols and Mrs. A. N.
Chicago, Jan. 25. Cattle, receipts
Dale, who are in Europe.
Beeves
to
weak.
K.500. Market steady
$4.808.50; Texas steers $4.50
DE LA BA.RRA IN ROME.
5.85; western steers $4.757.15;
Jan. 25. Don Francisco ds
Rome,
stockers and feeders $3.606; cows la
the special ambassador from
Barra,
calves
$5.50
and heifers $2.156.75:
Mexico, with the members of his suite,
8.75.
drove today to the Quirinal in gala
Hogs, receipts 33,000. Market weak carriages sent from the royal stables.
5 cents lower.
Lights $5.656.20; He was received
by King Emmanuel,
mixed $5.906.35; heavy $5.95
to whom he presented the thanks of
$4.25
6.37
rough $5.956.10; pigs
the president of the Mexican republic
5.50; bulk of sales $6.156.30.
as well as of the Mexican people for
steaMarket
Sheep, reecipts 18,000.
the participation of Italy in the cendy. Native $3.254.85; western $3.65 tennial celebration of Mexican inde4.85; yearlings $4.905.85; lambs,
pendence fn 1910.
native $4.507; western $4.75ff7.
Victor Emmanuel showed
King
in
and an intimate
interest
great
8T. LOUIS WOOL.
of Mexican affairs. He has
knowledge
St. Louis, Jan. 25. Wool, steady.
invited Senor de la Barra to a state
Territory and western mediums 16
dinner at tne palace this evening.
18; fine mediums 1517; fine 10016.

Jan. $15.90.
January $9.25.

MINE WORKERS "PROGRESSIVE."
YORK COTTON.
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 2&. Recall
York, Jan. 25. Cotton spot
closed quiet. Middling uplands 9.65: of officials of the United Mine Workers of America is provided in a conmiddling gulf 9.90. Sales 100 bales.
stitutional amendment adopted today
by the miners' convention. Ten per
ST. LOUIS METALS.
cent of the membership may initiate
St. Louis, Jan. 25. Lead quiet 4.36 a recall. On petition of 30 per cent an
(71)4.37: spelter firm 4.3506.40.
election shall be held.
By amendment the constitution was changed to
NEW YORK MONEY
provide that conventions Tie held
New York, Jan. 25. Call money 2
every two years instead of annually.
NEW

Xew

FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

5.

$5.906.35; heavy $6.256.35; packers and butchers $6.106.35; lights
$5.506.25; puigs $4.255.25.
Sheep, receipts 18,000. Market

s'ea-cent-

s

Muttons $3.504.75:
lambs $56.80; fed wethers aild yearlings $3.755.50; fed ewes $2.75
higher.

4.14.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 25. Smallness of farm
reserves In the northwest and the
cont'nued falling off of receipts in that

district helped the wheat market toOfferings
day to make an upturn.
here were small and there was a fair

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phjne Main

&

Machine Shop
Wm. Whalen, Prop,

344,

GREAT

CLOSING

OUT

OF

WOMEN'S

Put-rick- 's

81.

July

July

cent.

47

Hogs, receipts 11,000. Market steady to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales

week ago with the welcome of tha
new cardinal upon his arrival from
Rome, culminated today in notable religious ceremonies held in St.
Cathedral. The demonstration
-as one of the most remarkable cf
its kind ever held In the metropolis
and was participated in by eminent
prelates and priests of the Roman
Catholic church from many parts of the
United States and Canada. The leading features of the service were tbe
celelirat'on of the solemn pontifical
mass by Archbishop Predergast of
a sermon by the Rt.
Philadelphia,
llsv. Thomas F. Cusack, .irchi lshop
of New York, and addresses cf congratulation In behalf of the clergy and
laity, delivered respectively by the Rf
Rev. Mgr. Michael J. Lavelle, rector
of the Cathedral, and Justice Victor L.
Bowling. Cardinal Farley presided In
the sanctuary during the celebration
of the mass.
STRICTLY UP TO DATE
phrase that fits the
equipment of the Las Vegas Steam
laundry, as well as the kind of service
rendered. We have the finest steam
laundry In New Mexico and we are
prepared to render prompt service of
the best character. Telephone Main

9;

STOCK

Kansas City, Jan. 25. Cattle, receipts 3,000, including 100 southerns.
Market steady to 10 cents higher. Native steers $r,258; southern Bteers
$56.50; southern cows and heifers
$3(??5; native cows and heifers $3(3
6.25; stockers .and feeders $46.25;
bulls $3.755.50; calves $4(ff 8; western steers $57.40; western cows $3

NEW YORK HONORS CARDINAL
New York, Jan. 25. New
York's
celebration in honor of the elevation
of the Most Reverend John M. Farley
to the cardinalate, which began a

That's the

opening

prime paper

oentt 4Hne. dollars
te Oil and

May started at 191
The close was
then rose to 102
May, a gain
for
at
10l102
steady

the stock market improved distinctly
this morning. The change resulted
largely from increased buying of the
leading railroad stocks although various industrials reflected a brisk Inquiry. While the market showed more
life than on recent days, trading was
still largely professional and fluctuations of some stocks showed the results of manipulation.
Announcement that the Pennsylvania system was to purchase 150,000
tons of rails during the current year
was a factor in bringing about the
better feeling. Short covering sent
up Reading and Union Pacific.
Musiness contracted after the more
urgent short covering had been completed but prices did not yield much
and there were enough independent
movements among the specialties to
maintain a generally strong tone. St.
Paul became very quiet American
Tobacco rose 10 points to 260. Bonds
were firm' and active.
Dullness invited profit taking and
as the decline failed to bring suffl- o'ent buying to steady the market
bear operators began to put out
stocks. Speculative operations were
almost suspended as tbe hour approached for the St. Paul directors to
meet for consideration of the dividend.
Fluctuations accordingly were of a
nominal character, but the undertone
of the market was good. The market
closed irregular.
No information regarding the dividend action on St. Paul was received
before the session ended. St. Paul was
lifted in the last few minutes to 109,
its best price and firmness was disclosed by other important stocks. In
the last two minutes Reading broke
more than a point from its highest
and St. Paul declined to 108.
The last sales were as follows:
64
Amalgamated Copper
115
American Beet Sugar
106
Atchison
130
Great Northern
108
New York Central
117
Northern Pacific
166
Reading
H0X
Southern Pacific
167
Union Pacific
66
United States Steel
111
United States Steel, pfd
KANSAS

The

commission demand.
d
showed
to,

TODAY'S MARKETS
NEW YORK STOCK
New York, Jan. 25.

BEGUN

AND NOW THEY ARE PLANNING
MINSTREL
PERFORMANCE
TO MAKE HER STOP.

-

25, 191

WILL SOON BE

SHOES

The kind that wear and withstand
the hard service given them by vigorous boys and girls, is the kind to
Children who go to school
buy.
should have good, substantial shoes.
Likewise the husband and father who
goes to his work, should have good,
We have the
substantial shoes.
shoes at the right prices. Call In
and be fitted. C. V. Hedgcock, Doug
las avenue.

JANUARY

HICCOUGHS SPRING PRACTICE

DAYS

AUTHOR OF RECENT ARTICLE
Entered at the Poatofflce at Bast
IN WESTERN WATCHMAN
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis
sion through the United Statea Mails
To Whom It May Concern:
4a second claaa matter.
.
In regard to the infamous article
of Imitation" in which I am
"Worthy
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
villified, published as if from the pen
DAILY, BY CARRIER:
of the Rev. Bernard E. Naughton, I
Per Copy
$ .05
One Week
15 hereby state that I accept fully the
One Mouth . .
66 manly declaration of the Rev. NaughDoe Year
7.50 ton, that he is not the author of the
same, and I apologize to him for the
DAILY BY MAIL:
One Year
$6.00 strong language I used regarding him
lz Months
3.00 while under the belief that he waB
the writer.,-Since tHe1 Rev. Naughton's denial
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of authorship and especially since his
GROWER.
One Year
....$2.00 present stay in town, insinuations
Six Months
100 came to mg'tl&t I'mlght be the writer
of said article, with the intention of
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip- discrediting thi Apparent beneficiary
of the art id-ot to create feeling
tions).
I deRemit by draft, check or money against the Roman church.
fder. It tent otherwise we will not clare most emphatically that I neithtie responsible for loss.
er did write the said article, caused
Specimen copies free on application. it to be written, instigated the same,
nor am I responsible for the same
or indirectly, or in any way,
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT directly
manner, shape or form. I denounce
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
as contemptible such forgeries and
PAID FOR,
the princiile involved. My colleagues
to know that 1 might be guilty
Advertisers are guaranteed
the ought
of
sudden
of temper,
expressions
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in Northwestern hasty words, and, at times, I may be
imprudent by being too frank in statNew Mexico.
ing my opinions; they ought to know
also that the methods, as pursued by
THURSDAY, JANUARY 25, J 912.
the writer of that article, are alien to
my nature.
Scientific discourse, the freedom of
speech, and the rights of an American citizen, have been willfully and
maliciously violated by the writer of
that article. Whatever incident may
have led to point toward me as the
writer, or whatever may have caused
the suspicion, I submit, I certainly
would not have shown good sense by
discrediting myself in order to benefit someone else.
I further denounce the sentiments
expressed in that article as damnable,
LABUit AND SOCIALISM
treacherous and dangerous. I feel for
the Rev.
for being the vicThe convention of the United Mine tim of Naughaton
this outrage, I thank him for
Workers of America held recently in the
vindication of my character, and
indianapolis refused to commit the appreciate his efforts to locate
the
- a uization
to the socialist party,
guilty party nobody could do more.
of
has
been
a
deal
;.id there
great
FRANCIS T. B. FEST.
favorable comment as a result, the State of New
Mexico,
action of the convention being reof San Mjsuel.
ss.
County
garded as evidence that the labor
Subscribed and sworn by me this
divorce
leaders are endeavoring to
24th day of January, A. D.1912.
their cause from the violent elements
J. E. ROGERS. Xotary Publ'c.
which have brought it into more or
My commission expires June 9, 19)ri.
less disrepute among
people. There will be no disposition
to withhold all commendation that is
due if this is to be interpreted as
an honest effort on the part of any TO MANUFACTURE
great body of organized labor to
separate itself from the anarchistic
MICA PRODUCTS
elements that are so prejudicial to
the prosperity of labor as a whole.
But this commendation must be due
and not gained under false pretenses. COBPANY WILL BE FORMED THIS
EVENING TO HANDLE OUTThe reports of the convention alluded
PUT OF THE MINES
in
were
to declare that the socialists
a large majority and succeeded in getFor the,, ourpose of organizing a
ting through the convention a resolution pledging the organization to company MQt the inanufateturing of
the government ownership of all In- mica prodpctfc certain business men
dustries. The president of the Illinois of Las Vegas will meet this evening
miners, an influential member ot the in the office 0 E. E. Johnson at 8
convention and a socialist leader, was o'clock. Mica h plentiful in this secquoted as saying that the refusal to tion of New Mexico and it is the inindorse the socialists as a party was tention of the mtn interested in the
merely declared unconstitutional be- concern to put the material to good
cause the laws of the organization for- use and build an industry to be of
bade the Indorsement of any political value to Las "Vegas.
The meeting will be addressed by
party and, in the words of this leader,
lit was thought "impolitic at this time" George E. Lynch, M. E., who for the
to go on record as favoring socialism. past year has been at work prospec
This would appear to prove that tive for mica mines of this section,
there was a majority strongly in and who has made a thorough study
favor of such action. If it bad been of the product. Mr. Lynch, with the
thought "politic at this time." This assistance of Mr. Johnson, has visit
fact serves to discount some of the ed the business men and it is the
warmth of the congratulations that men who are interested that will meet
have been offered In the premises, this evening. Election of officers will
but It points the way no less certainly be held and complete organization
to the plain duty of labor as an or- will be perfected at this and follow
of
ganization, whether that duty shall ing meetings. The establishment
of
a
the
manufacturing
ftjr
surest
plant
not.
or
The
be fully performed
will make good use of
way for labor to alienate public sym- mica products
most plentiful minerals in
one
of
the
or
the
violent
to
the
is
tolerate
pathy
or this section of New Mexico.
impracticable, either the
This plant will also create a mar
either
the
the "dreamers,"
or the builders of impossible ket for the mineral in this section in
case the plans for the plant are car
air castles.
ried out.
right-minde-

VEGAS DAILY

SWEATERS
$.650 All
5.00 All
4.00 All

Wool Sweaters
Wool Sweaters
Wool Sweaters

$3.79
2.69

3.5O All Wool Sweaters

,.98

3.00

All Wool

2.iq

Sweaters

.59

THIS WEEK ONLY
!sF

- the Store

of Quality'

DM hah Ararat
E.LasVegas.

n.m:

LAS VECiAS

-

"

3"

PFRflM

The Prescrlptionisi

7

A

I.Q

Paint Without (W

W

REMARKABLE

For the Hostess

O. A.

Larrazolo left last night on a
short buslnees trip to Santa Fe.
A. T. Rogers, the attorney, left yesterday afternoon for Raton on legal
business.
Mr. and Mrs. A. a. Hallenbeck came
in yesterday from their farm near

The nuu who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows bow
end why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

Wagon

CO.

Phone Main ii

1

SPECIAL

CORSET

SALE
65c
1.00
1.50

Value
Value
Value

ALL NEW STOCK

39c
69c
98c

AND

FULL

LINE OF SIZES.

HOFFMAN

AND

GRAUDARTH

PHONE MAIN 104

J

VEGAS TEAMS TO

MEET DUKE CITY

Mound.

Thanksgiving Character Party.
hostess noted for her clever and
haB let me
original entertainments
into her confidence, and I hasten to
tell of a party that she is planning
for Thanksgiving week, when a numA

Richard W. Smith, the contractor,
went to Wagon Mound this afternoon
on a short business trip.
will be home. She
H. R. Roeder, of
Albuquerque, ar- ber of young peopleeach of her twenty
to
ask
Is
going
rived last night from his home in the
guests to come wearing an article to
Duke City on business.
a character famous In AmerCharles A. Spiess and Bird Coler, represent
Then she is going to
ican history.
of New York City went to Raton last
pass slips of paper with this question:
"Who Is your favorite character in
night on train No. 2 on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen B. Davis, Jr., American history, and why?"
The cards will be collected and the
and daughter, Jane, left yesterday
answers
read aloud by the hostess,
on late No. 10 for Denver.
to the one who
who will award a
Judge H. L Waldo, attorney for the is voted to have prize
the best answer.
.Santa Fe, who has been in Las Vegas
Next, pictures of twenty famous
several weeks, left thfs afternoon for Americans will be displayed and a
his home in Kansas City.
prize given to the one who guesses
W. R. Smythe, state good roads encorrectly the greatest number. Then
gineer, left last nigtit for the convict will come "historical questions." the
road building camp near Chapelle ant' queries being typewritten and numbered. A lively discussion will follow
will be gone until Saturday.
the last question, and the hostess will
A. G. Goerlick of St. Louis, who has
take advantage of the situation and
been in Las Vegas several days, left
put the finishing touches to her retoday for El Porvenir where he will freshments, which will consist of a
spend the remainder of the winter.
regular New England spread, baked
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Carleton, Jr.,
beans in individual little brown pots,
came in last night from their ranch Saratoga chips, brown bread, cheese,
pickles, cold slaw and apple tarts with
near Watrous to attend the performFollowing
coffee, tea and chocolate.
ance of "Checkers" at the Duncan
are the historical questions:
opera house.
L Who would rather be right than presHerbert W. Clark, secretary of the
ident'
republican state central committee,
2. Who crossed the Delaware on Christwent to Santa Fe last night to attend mas night?
8. Who won the battle of Brandywlne?
a session of the committee in the
4. With whom did Massasolt dine?
6. Who saved Capt. John Smith's head?
Capital City today.
6. To whom
was Pocahontas wed?
Fred Baca, of Laramie, Wyo., for7. Which first of Columbus'
ships found
merly of Las Vegas, who stopped off land?
8. Who of the
Chesapeake had comon his way from the north to Albu
mand?
querque for a short visit with friends
. Who said
"I'll try, ir," at Lundy's
left thia afternoon for the Duke City. Lane?
10. Who told
to "Remember
u
the
John Stein, superintendent of the Maine?"
11.
It
at
was
fall?
ran
Who
Quebec's
Rocky Mountain division of the Har12. Where
called
first was Jackson
vey House system, after heing In Las "Stonewall?"
13.
saw
Who
the Mlsslslppl roll?
Vegas several days, left yesterday aft14. Who discovered the north pole?
ernoon on late train No. 10 for La
1. Henry Clay.
2. Washington.
3. The
Junta and other points north of here British. 4. Governor Bradford. S. Poca7.
6.
The Plnta. 8.
hontas.
John ltolfe.
on business.
Lawrence, t. Colonel Miller. 10.
Captain
H. E. Furgeson, of Daniels
and Schley. 11. The French. 12. Battle of
Fisher of Denver, was in Las Vegas Manassas. 13. De Soto. 14. Peary.
today visiting the ,ocai merchants.
Thanksgiving Centerpiece.
Mr. Warden who has traveled through
Here is a new way of using a lovely
this territory for a number of years
Select one of rather
has left the employ of the company. yellow pumpkin.
long shape, cut in half lengthwise and
hollow out to look like an
vessel (look at a print of the Mayflower) j put In gilded masts and If
WILL GET
possible make sails ot a scrap of
white silk. Do the name "Mayflower"
A COLD RECEPTION
ON THE WRONG TRAIN
old-tim- e

GHOUM

unionists opposing Winston Spencer

$1500
PART CASH, BALANCE ON TIME
will buy a good two story frame
bouse, 7 rooms and bath, corner lot,
sidewalks In on both streets, excellent location; easily worth $2,000
Better hurry If you want to take

of this bargain.
W. H. Longi of El Paso arrived last advantage
and Agency
Investment
on
a
short
night from the Border City
n 40.
Phoi .
ation
business trip.

Corpor-

GORHAM SILVER POLISH.

THAT

THE BEST SILVER POLISH MADE.

OF
DOWN THE COST
CUT8
PER
PAINT SEVENTY-FIVCENT
E

It cleans and Polishes in the same operation.
It Is the most economical Polish made.

Free Trial Package Is Mailed o
Everyone Who Writes
A. L. Rice, a prominent manufa--ture- r
of Adams, N. V., has discovered
a process of making a new kind of
naint without the use of oil. He calls
it. Powdrpalnt.
It comes in the form
of a dry powder and all that is required is cold water to make a paint
weather proof, fire prof and as dur
able as oil paint. It adheres to any
stone or brick.
wood,
surface,
spreads and looks like oil paint and
as much.
costs about
Writ to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manuf r..
236 North St., Adams, N. Y., and he
will send you a free trial package,
also color card and full information
showing you how you can save a good
many dollars. Write today.

In

gilt and load the pretty craft with
fruits grapes, small red apples, etc
The effect Is good, especially if the
boat Is set on a small box or tin and
the base covered with autumn leaves
and vines; of a foundation ot chrysanthemums would be appropriate, as
they are the November flower. Before
putting the fruits in the pumpkin line
it carefully with waxed paper.
A tableplece that children love 1b
made by having several small Indian
tepees with miniature Indians; surround with alternate red and white
ears of corn, making the outline of a
star. At toy shops small animals such
as deer, dogs, chickens and turkeys
may be found to add to this scene, and
figures of Joh'n Alden and Priscllla

Small Size 25c

Large Size $1.00

ROBERT J. TAUPERT.
OPTICIAN

AND

JEWELER

one-fourt- h

could be added.

TRY AN AD. IN THE

A Thanks Day Guessing Gam.
Write the questions on
WOODMEN STILL DEBATING.
cards and pass after dinner or
Jan. 25. Delegates to the
Chicago,
at the table with the dessert course.
of the Modern Woodmen
convention
A member of the family who is good
who oppose the revision
of
America
at riddling may improvise more quesupward of the organization's insurtions along these lines:
What domestic fowl was first seen by ance rates, planned to open their
the Pilgrims landing In 1020? Plymouth fight on the floor late today. J. H
Rock.
was schedof Minneapolis,
What colonist had the longest Chris Sundeen
tlan name? Miles Standtsh.
uled, to make the first address In beHow do we know the early colonlati
of the "Insurgent faction."
were bicycle enthusiasts? So many spin, half
Officials of the organization includning wheels were seen.
What bewildering thing did the colotl ose who favor raising the rates,
Carpenter warned the counsel to renists discover soon after landing? Maize ing
concluded their addresses to the meet- CLERKS TELL JURY
frain from personalities
(maze).
1'iom what heavy, durable stuff did ing today. James b
Bgan of the
Once Attorney Butler referred to a
the Pilgrims come to the new world?
acturial offices in Rock Island, 111.,
statement
that the original margin
Holland.
ABOUT THE MARGINS
What human being did the Pilgrims first said:
Morris and Company had
for
sheets
see that Is now a part of the United
"If we go on at the present rate of
been burned and this brought AttorStates? Indian (territory).
MADAME MBRR1.
insurance, at the end of 1914 we will INFORMATION CONCERNING SELL- ney Borders to his feet with an
find ourselves with more than
ING PRICES OF PACKING
insurance In force and we
GOODS IS OBTAINED,
' We calied for the sheets and one
will be unable to care for more than
of your employes testified they had
$279,000,000 of our contracts."
Chicago, Jan. 25. Further inquiry been burned," remarked Attorney But-tleinto the subect of margins as they reEARTHQUAKE DOES DAMAGE.
lated to the selling price of fresh
"We will burn you before we sve
Zante, Greece, Jan. 25. A most vio meats was made at the packers' trial
with this case," shouted Atthicugh
causer!
a
great
lent earthquake
by Special Counsel Pierce But- torney Borders.
today
Stripes will be retained.
In the Ionian
ler on behalf of the government.
Old gold Is still one of the. popular amount of damage
islands today. Shocks were felt here When Steiner G. Laugher, former marcolors for afternoon.
THE COTTON SUPPLY.
The jumper design has been furious as well as on the islands of Iukas gin clerk for the Hammond plant of
and Cephalonia where much property the National Packing company, reWashington, Jan. 25. The census
ly revived for dressy shirtwaists.
The vogue for black apd white al- was destroyed. No fatalities have yet sumed the witness stand he identified bureau's report on the supply and dls
liances shows but little abatement.
cotton for the four months
been reported,
six books of the corporation contain- tri button of
Collarettes of black or white tulle
December 81, Is as folended
period,
ing the weekly summaries of the mar
are used to wear with afternoon
lows:
of
be
mother
Mrs.
Mary Bearinger,
gins and average selling prices
gowns.
Supply: Total 14,947,086; stocks
Extensive use Is made of ail kinds Mrs. C. L. M. Bailey, has returned tween April, 1907, ind September,
held at the beginning of period l,S7n.
of laces, and even lace robes are com- from an etxended visit in Detroit and 1910.
031; glnnings, 13,645,703; net imports,
ing to the front
other cities in Michigan.
Many of these entries were read in- 26,354.
Rlue and white combinations are
t
to the record by Special Counsel Butto have a place in fashion, especially
:
Listribution
6,350,Wt;
Exports
ler.
The figures showed the shipin wash fabrics.
AUSTRIA IS INDIGNANT
consumption, 1,637,198; in cotton
ments,
margins and average cost of states, 824,977; in all other states,
an
of
Vienna, Jan. 25. The action
'beef forwarded from the plants
Italian warship In stopping the Aus- the
812,221; stocks held at end of period.
ot
PROOF
the
National Packing company at
trian IJoyd liner Bregenz has given
7.949,586; by manufacturers, 1,311,6911:
cam- Chicago, Omaha, Kansas City and St. in cotton states, 679,822;in all oth r
fresh impetus to the
Joseph, Mo., to eastern markets. The states 651,744; In independent ware
paign here. The press continues to
made a personal Inspection of
jury
the
make emphatic protests regarding
houses, 3,675,783; in cotton states,
books after they had been put
these
483,098; in all other states, 192,t;s..:
Incident, also the owners of the Bre- in evidence.
genz have stated that they consider
elsewhere, 2,952,207.
The witness described the details
the matter of no importance.
The suggestion is made here that of preparing the margin summaries
DECLARE A DIVIDEND.
New York, Jan. 25. The director
Italy cede her East African posses- and said copies were sent each week
sions to Turkey in compensation for to L. B. Patterson, vice president, of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul
the loss of Tripoli. Some insignifi- and J. J. Risch, head of the beef ship railroad this afternoon declared a
cance is attached to the fact that this ping department of the National Packdividend of 24 per cent,
suggestion is forthcoming just at the ing company.
placing' the stock on a five per cent
time of the visit to Rome of Herr Van
Attorney Butler clashed with Attor-re- basis. Since 1902 the company has
Kiderlen-Waechtethe German forTcrders several times during the paid a dividend of 7 per cent per anexamination of the witness and Judge num.
eign secretary.
turkey-decorate-

d

OPTIC'S

'iroiis7.

$500,-000,00- 0

IN

fOQUC

anti-Italia- n

Word was received yesterday from Churchill's appearance at Belfast on
the management of the Albuquerque February 8 on behalf of home rule
high school basketball teams in an- notified the first lord of the admiralty
swer ro the communication from the that, in its opinion, he had better
local
management
regarding the keep aw,ay from the capital of Ulster.
Mr. Churchill announced to the
scheduling of a double header between

commissioners of Belfast harbor yesterday that he desirea to visit the harbor and docks on February 9, the day
after the proposed home rule meeting. At a special meeting held by the
harltor board today the commissioners drew up a reply that February 9
would not be a convenient date for
him to inspect the harbor and docks.
The liberal association applied to
day to the corporation of the city for
the use of Ulster hall on the morn
ing of February 8, the day on which
the home rule demonstration is to
occur. The object of the application
is apparently to enable the national
ists to take necessary steps in order
to clear the hall should the unionists,
who have engaged it for the preceding
evening, attempt to remain in possession. The corporation discussed
the matter at considerable length but
adjourned without giving a decision.
Home Rule Causes Trouble.
London, Jan. 25. The determination of Winston Spencer Churchill,
first lord of the admiralty, not to
change his decision to hold the meeting in favor of home rule, at which
he and John E. Redmond, leader of
the Irish nationalists are to speak at
Belfast on February 8, has caused thf
deepest apprehension among moder
ate unionists regarding the consequences of the Ulstermen's decision to
prevent it at all costs.
The English unionist press Is urging
Mr. Churchill to cancel his visit, pointing out that a fight between two parties on the day of the demonstration
in Belfast will not put an end to the
trouble.

DISCOVERY

A

BELFAST NOT ANXIOUS TO GREET
LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY
BOTH BOYS' AND GIRLS' TEAMS
NEXT MONTH.
WILL APPEAR HERE FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 2
Belfast, Ireland, Jan. 25. The

the girls' team and the boys' team
of the Las Vegas High School and the
Duke City school, and on February 2
the two aggregations from Bernalillo
county will come to Las Veg& t
compete with the athletes of the High
School. By arrangement return games
are to be played in the Duke City,
hut at the present time no date has
been set.
Both teams from the High school
have been practicing during the entire season and they are confident
that they will give the boys and girls
from the south a run for their money.
The real metal of the boys' team was
tested on the occasion of the game
with the Business men and the students showed themselves to be a fast
aggregation. They should be worthy
foemen for the Duke City boys. No
game was played between the boys'
teams of the two schools last year
but in 1910 the Albuquerque boys took
loth games from the local team. The
Highs this year are out to revenge
these defeats, which still remain
agains,t. their records.
The girls of the High school are
confident of trimming the team from
Last year they beat
Albuquerque.
the Albuquerque girls two games and
this season the Las Vegas team is
stronger than in 1911.
The squad of girl athletes at the
High school is large this year and first
class practice has been had between
However, their
two picked teams.
tomorrow even
be
will
first real game
meet
the
quintette from
when
they
ing
to
the Normal in a contest
to the game bebe preliminary
tween the quintette from the Univer
sity of New Mexico and the representatives of the Normal. This contest will show their true worth and
of
give a better idea of the chances
Febvictory and defeat on Friday,
ruary 2.
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semi-annu-

y

r,

says dat he had de most
miserable ride yesterday dat he ever
"'Ruggles

had in his life."
" 'Cause he
was

afraid
he'd be
caught?"
"Nope; he was on a work train."

Smart
ter.

The

world

EVERYBODY
Reads the Optic

is getting bet

That's right. Some preacher!
are getting $3,000 a fear now, when
20 years ago they were luoky to Gel
Wise

$1,000.

CRUEL GIRL
SURE OF IT

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

a

J. n.

PRANK

CUNNINGHAM,

SPRINQBR,

President

'mXXBMaMI
ttk r

llil--siai

r o

HOSKINS, Cashier.

LAS VEGAS
A3 HO

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

A SMALL BEGINNING
Phoebe I'm thinking
taking up the auto fad.
Natica Clever idea!
The Country Deacon There musi
have been a stranger in church tbii
morning.
The Parson Did you see him?
The Country Deacon No;
but I
found a
note in the colleo

seriously

ol

is eagerly watched by the whole family because
everybody knows that from small beginn ings
great achievements have arisen.

It certainly

would be becoming to you
Phoebe Becoming?
Nantica Yes; you know, you caj
wear a mask in an auto.

Overfeeding at the Start.
Care should be taken not to overfeed the hogs wber first starting the
fattening. If put up in a pen or dry
Knitting Needle In Her Body.
lot, there is all the more reason for
Clara Warrillow, a
with a small feed of grain
starting
Longton child, who died lately, lived and gradually increasing It, taking
for nearly nine months with a knit a week or ten 'days to get up a full
ting needle in her body. She wai feed. If possible, give some green
operated on a few days ago, and th feed while the bogs are on a full ra- needle was extracted, but she died.
Uon of grain.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the pro
gress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand, you can grasp an
with theother.

five-doll-

Uon.

op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
j

LAS

VEQA8

DAILY

OPTIC.
AGE

Newest Coiffures

The first iactor
vUuc-.:nlit
tle knobs representing tSl,975.
To multiply by the other factor you
turn a handle four times, push along
a slide one place and turn the handle
twice, then push the handle nine
times.
The long
multiplication
is now done, without the
possibility
of error so far as the machine Is concerned, and the dial shows 491,644,900.
In the same mechanical way may be
done all the other arithmetical

Bibles Furnished Free.
Young couples who furnish their
flats under the direction of a Third
avenue furniture house are bound to
begin housekeeping In pious frame of
mind. For every $50 worth of furniture they buy. either for cash or nn
the installment plan, the dealer makes
them a present of a Bible.
"I Just got In a case of fine MiMps
yesterday," he said, "and as soon as
they are gone I shall lay in another
supply. Before I went Into the furniture business I was a book agent. The
peeps I got then into people's homes
showed a deplorable lack of Bibles,
especially among the young couples.
I did not have much chance to remedy the defect then, for I was not
handling Bibles and anyhow I wouldn't
have been in a position to give them
away, but since I have gone into this
business I can afford to throw in a
Bible with every $50 purchase." New
York Times.
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Death of Oldest Weaver In Lowell Reveals Bright Side of Operatives'

15he

Lives.

A news

n

THE
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LOBBY

SHORT OROERS AND
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SOCIETY

WANT

e

CHAPMAN

and little rhine stones, and a strand
of these, with the stones alternating,
are mounted along the rib of the
plume.

The beautiful and graceful paradise
the stem in a jeweled cabc-chand many tiny dew-drospangles scattered over the flues.
Besides feathers, tiny ribbon roses
are favored of fashion, and between
the two, with the addition of jeweled
bands, the choice covers the field and
everyone may be suited from debutant! to dowager.
shows

on

JULIA

BOTTOMLEY.

The best type of soli for ary ianu
3T SOIL FOR DRY FARMING
farming Is a sandy clay loam, a soil
and
Only Types of Land Not Adapted Are that has the power of absorbing
holding a large amount of moisture
Alkali, Heavy Gumbo or Light
and that can be very easily worked,
Sandy or Gravelly.
and upon which the dust mulch can be
maintained. It is very difficult
.
easily
PATTUU.-iONH.
StaF.
Montana
(By
to maintain a dust mulch upon a
tion.)
During the past two years we have heavy, stlp, clay soil, whereas upon
feceived a large number of inquiries a sandy loam this mulch can be mainlas to the best type of land for dry tained without a great deal of work.
rarming. There are a number of difihe slope of the land best adapted
ferent types upon which farmers have for dry land agriculture varies with
pad good success by following dry the different localities. Farmers, as a
farming principles. The only types of rule, prefer the land that slopes gently
poll that are not well adapted to dry towards the north or the northeast.
farming are alkali lands, heavy gum-l- This, however, Is not the most imporlands, or light sandy or gravelly tant point, but one worthy of full conoils, for the reason that they do not sideration when choosing a farm. The
ave a good physical condition. The north slope escapes the direct rays of
clay and alkali soils are so fine In the sun to a degree, is a trifle later
texture that it Is almost Impossible starting in the spring, which Is frelor the plants to make use of the quently an advantage, and is generally
caolsture that these soils contain. The not apt to suffer from hot winds and
F

0

candy soils are so open and porous
that they will not bold any of the
Water and so are not well adapted to
pry land farming. Of these two types
pf soil the heavy clay and the sandy,
the former Is more desirable.
The subsoil Is Important In determining whether a land is well adapted for
ll
(dry farming methods or not The
should be of such a nature as to
absorb and hold a large amount of water. It is In the subsoil that we find
the moisture reservoir, and unless this
poll is of such a character as to hold
the moisture, we are going to have a
great deal of trouble in trying to dry

.

sub-Bo-

drought.
Mechanical Lightning Calculator.
The clerical staffs of many of the
big insurance companies have of late
years been considerably reduced by
the employment of mechanical calculators.
One of these, the Invention of a
German, Is a compact little affair resembling a music box. It may be
made to perform almost instantaneously the most portentous sums in addition, subtraction, multiplication by
one or two factors, division, squaring
and cubing. It is required, for in- etanra. to multlsir SSiLS'K by 924.

CHAS. LEWIS

COLUMN
ATE

FOR

CLASSIFIED

AD' E B

riSEMENTg
Five cents per line each Insertion
stlmots six ordinary words to a
me. No ad to occupy less space than
wo linos. Ali advertisements charg-will be booked at space actually
et. without regard to number of
vords. Cash In advance preferred.
d

.

Up-to-da-

Elephant's Wisdom.
In response to an inquiry as to what
was the cleverest act he ever knew an
elephant to perform, a British road officer told how once, when unloading
some steel tubing from a ship, It was
the elephant's task to carry the pipes
by means of his trunk from one part
of the wharf to another.
The pipes had been oiled to prevent
them from rusting, and when the elephant took one up it slipped from his
grasp. He tried It again with the same
result, and at last seemed to comprehend what was the reason for his failure, for he soon afterward pushed the
pipe with his foot to a spot where
there was a pile of sand and then
rolled the pipe backward and forward.
The sand, owing to th oil, adhered to
the tube, and the elephant then put
01
the
an'
made
Bridget Yis, mum,
his trunk around it and carried it with
chicken broth.
ease. He applied the same means to
Mistress What did you do with it? the other tubes
without aid or suggesBridget Shure an' Oi fed it to the tion from his mahout.
:hickens, mum.

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

RETAIL PRICES
2400

or More, Sac

Delivery
lb,
1.MQ lea. to sVQM lb, Baeh Delivery
80S Iks. to 1,00 Iba, Eaoh Delivery
SO Ibo. to 200 Ibo,
each Delivery
Loaa Than 60 Ibo, Ear Delivery

per
SSe per
SOe per
40o per
SOo per

10t Ibe.
10S Ibe.
100 Ibo.
100 Ibo.
100 Ibo.

AGUA PURA COMMNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office

701

Douglas Avenue.

Good and Bad Composition.
A writer In the London Dally Chronicle has revived the old dispute as to
the finest line in English poetry. Ho
quotes Prof. Churton Collins as giving the palm to a line in Swinburne's

Folev Kldnev Pills
always give satisfaction because they
always do the work. T. J. Shelnut,
"I have used
Bremen, Ga., says:
uoiey Kidney Pills with great satisfaction and found' more relief from
their ubo than from anv other kid
ney medicine, and I've tried almost
an Kinas. i can cneerruiiy recommend them to all sufferers for kidney
and bladder trouble." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
"Cures in Every Case"
Mr. Jas. McCaffery,
Mgr, of the
Schlitz Hotel, Omaha, " Neb., recommends Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, because It cures In every case.
"I have used It myself and I have
recommended It to many others who
have since told me of Its great curative power In disease of the throat
and lungs." For all coughs and colds
fer and Red Cross Drug Co
When given as soon as the croupy
cough appears Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy will ward off an attack of
croup and prevent all danger
and
cause of anxiety.
Thousands of
mothers use It successfully. For sale
by all druggists.

"Tristan and Iseult," the line hat
says: "And all their past came walling In the wind." Certainly that is a
Estray Advertisement
great line, but the real difficulty, says
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
the Chronicle scribe, Is to find the
worst line rather than the best. And may concern that the following dethen he tells us of a contest between scribed estray animal was taken up by
Tennyson and FltzOerald as to who V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., Dec.
could write the weakest Imaginable
19, 1911.
Wordsworthlan line. They succeeded
Towlt: One red white face cow, 3
In producing: "A Mr. Wilkinson, a
clergyman." FltzOerald and Tennyson years old.
Branded
each claimed this fine effort and the
On right shoulder
point Is still undecided. Can any one
else do better than this?
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 12, 1912, said date being 10
American Artist Honored.
Edward Steichen, the New York days after last appearance ot this adartist, has just won signal distinction vertisement, said estray will be sold
for himself and this
his seThe Preacher Have you ever done lection to execute a country by of the by tils Board for tie benefit of the
part
large
anything to purify the homes of your mural decorations of the new Luxem- owner when found
s
?
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
museum, Paris. He first beThe Workman Oh! yes, si- -, often; bourg
known for his photographs.
came
Albuquerque, n. M.
Vm a carpet-cleane1st pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, 1812.
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fellow-creature-
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Reg-kAa-

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the forest of brotterly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. in C. CTaj
ARCH
M480N8 Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle. Clerk. Visit
tion first Monday in each
Ing neighbors are especially
month at Masonic Temcome
and cordially invited.
M.
m.
R.
7:30
at
ple,
p.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
S.

C;

Chas.

Re

Taurine,

i

DKN T1STS.

Brlnegar, Secretary.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

RANSFORD

CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E.

Meets first and third Fridays In Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Phone Main 329, 120
Secretary.
Grand avenue.
S.

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoma
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

EL

DORADO

KNIGHT8

Chas.

E.

Llebsoh-nle-

HUNKER

A

Chester

NO.
LODGE
1,
Attorneys
PYTHIAS
OF
Meets Las Vegas,
every Monday eve-

ning in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
Invited.
cordially

at

A.

Hunker

Law.
New Mexio

PHYSICIANS
H. W. HOUF,

r,

D. O., M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
Cha n c e o r
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
Commander. Harry
a specialty of eye, ear, noae and
make
Martin, Keeper of
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
Office: 506V4 Grand Avenue.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
706 Sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CARD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
EA8T BOUND
Arrive
Depart
1 1

No.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
No.
I. O. of B B. Meets every first
No.
Tuesday of the month In the vestry No.
rooms of Temple Mouteflore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are

2....
4

8
10

9:10
11:06
1:15
1:46

retary.

No.
No.

p. m.

9:15 p. m
11:10 p. m
1:25 a. m
s.io p. m

p m
a. m
p. m.

WE8T BOUNu

y

Invited
Isaac Appel, No.
Charles Greenclay, Sec- No.
President;

conH-H-

1

3
7
9

1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:40 p. m
6:35 p. m

1:46 p. m
6:15 p. m

4:60 p. m
7:00 p. m

RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet In Fraternal
Brotherhood
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is a reliable family medicine. Give
It to your children, and take it yourself when you feel a cold coming on
It checks and cures coughs and colil-anwelcome.
bronchitis
croup and prevents
and penumonia. O. G. Schaefer and
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Red Cross Drug Co.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hail on Sixth street. All visitDo no allow your kidney and blading brethren cordially invited to at- der trouble to develop beyond the
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.; reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, ney Pills. They give quick results
and stop irregularities with surprisSecretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; ing promptness.
O. G. Schaefer and
C, V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee. Red Cross Drug Co.

Flint, chief of records and collector
of wampum.
Vlalting brother

Lost

WORKING TO PURIFY

Stylish and

Everything Made at Home.

Meets second aM
fourth Tuesday evening of oMfe
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
brothers are cordially Invited. Geo
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

Halo Wanted

For Sale

DIRECTORY

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth- cordially invited.
X. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
NO. 804.- - Meets second and fourth
Thursday ra 0 R. C, hall. Pioneer
LA8 V EGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
Visiting members are cor
building.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
dlally invited W. R Tipton, G. K;
ular conclave second Tues-F. S.
E. P. Mack--- .
day in each month at MaC.
D.
m.
7:30
sonic Temple at
p.
Boucher,

those necessary to light housekeeping.
The picture of industry, thrift and undoubted faithfulness that is shown In
this brief news Item from Lowell can
be duplicated in nearly every one of
the textile centers of New England,
but It is the picture that Is not so
dc' Number. Main i.
held up to the view of the Interested as the reverse of It. Nobody
who has the welfare of the operatives
and that means of the industry itself
at heart would desire that the disa- WANTED Girl for general housei-work- .
Apply 1102 Eighth street.
greeable features be covered so that
Meat and Cancer.
the world would think there was nothIn view of the fact that meat, and
WANTED
Good
ing in them that should be improved,
girl for general
especially fresh meat, is comparative Sut It is gratifying and in the interest
housework.
Apply 109 Grand Ave.
ly very cheap In Australia, and in con- ot truth besides to let a modicum of
sequence Its UBe probably verv mnch
more general than in any other coun brightness reflect upon the canvas on
iccasions. Fall River Herald.
try, it may be interesting on account
of meat being frequently associated
witn cancer to note the incident nf BIRTH
IN
REGISTER
SALT FOR RENT Five room modern
this disease.
brick cottage. Inquire 519 WashIn 1908 the total number of deaths
Novel "Certificate" in a Bottle Shown
avenue.
ington
in
the Commonwealth was
reported
e
to
Officer In
Pension
46,426.
Of this number 2,921, or 6.29
England.
FOR RENT--Nice- ly
furnished room.
per cent., were due to- cancer. If the
620 Twelfth street
population is estimated at 4,500,000
e
Since the
act
has
pensions
the Incidence would be one death per been in
operation in England, says a
annum in every 1,540 of the populain the Strand Magazine, there FOR RENT To the right paity, t60
tion. This rate is very much lower writer
acre ranch with improvements.
has been a great search for birth cer
than that of .the United States. Grpnt
tificates, in order to enable those enApply 1030 Fifth street.
Britain or Germany. Medical Record titled
to Its benefits to claim their pensions. As the registration of births, FOR RENT
Fine suite of furnished
more than seventy years ago, was not
Marriage at Fifty.
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
An interesting and unusual estimate carried out as now, there has been a
balh, etc. Excellent location. 918
of the proper age for matrimony is difficulty in many cases in proving
Eighth street.
that advanced by Mrs. Vivian, head the age of the applicants, and in one
and founder of the National Society at Instance at least a certificate of an exFor Rent Three roomed house fur
the Daughters of California. The hap- ceedingly novel character was presentpiest and most successful marriages, ed. At any rate, the local pension of- nished. Water in the house. Anuly
she says, re those between the man ficer said he had never come across 9 :0 Gal Unas.
of 60 and the woman of 35. At that one like it, and he was quite prepared
age of discretion, she claims, the male to take it as a proof of the age of the FOR RENT Good furnished
rooms,
has become more mellow and tolerant applicant. When a child was born in
close in. Apply 725 Sixth street
as well as more solvent. On the other this particular family a clear glass
hand she intimates that a girl of 20 bottle was procured and partly filled
Is much harder to get along with than with salt; then the letters and figures
to get along without, and that there forming the names of the child and
newsought to be laws prohibiting people date of birth were cut out of a
be FOR SALE Well bred Collie pups.
inside
the
and
bottle,
old
30
paper
are
placed
before
years
they
carrying
ing put In their correct position with
Success Magazine.
McSpadden, 207 S Second St., Albua piece of wire, and then more salt
querque, N. M.
That Explains.
was carefully added to keep them In
1 have a dog and a hen which are place. Sprays of flowers and other or- FOR SALE A
namental designs, cut from cretonne,
properly, a fiargain
fast friends. Isn't that queer?"
to healthseeker.
Address Box 244,
"I don't think so merely natural were also tastefully arranged around
East Las Vegas.
the inside of the bottle, and then the
affinity."
whole was tightly packed with salt,
"In what way?"
"I believe your hen and your dog and corked and sealed. It was then
axe both setters."
placed in a prominent position on the
dresser or In a corner cupboard, where
It has been for more than seventy
FOLLOWED INSTRUCTIONS
LOST Garnet brooch, between Mrs.
years. The white salt shows up the let
Murphy's rooming house on Fourth
ters and ornaments in relief, and the
street and Douglas avenue school.
whole effect is novel and pleasing.
Return to Mrs. Owen, 1104 Douglas.

TAILOR FOR MEN

HANDLED

ALWAYS

BUSINESS

AND

A. M.

old-ag-

forth in glittering array,
the opera iir a reception,
she must give great attention
to the decoration of her coiffure. This
will not be difficult this season, because fashion has taken to herself all
the beautiful features, which have
heretofore figured in millinery, to be
Used In adorning the splendid coiffure.
(These features, beautiful in themselves, she has seen fit to embellish
with mock jewels. The lovely peacock feather Is shown with eye partially outlined with emeralds and
rlilne stones. The soft ostrich plume

DINNERS

R

dispatch tells of the death

Lowell of the oldest weaver in that
city, a woman who waa seventy-onyears of age and was in comfortable
:ircumstances, but who still preferred
to work, in spite of her age. We call
this to the attention of the friends
of the "poor mill girl." In spite of
what they tell about employment in a
cotton factory, it seems that it is quite
possible for a woman to follow the
trade of a weaver until she has passed
three score years and ten; It Is possible for her to lay by money enough
to place her in comfortable circumstances, and it is possible that the
associations In busy, bustling weave
shops, with their noise and lint and
all the other unpiensant features, may
he more endurable to a woman who
has cultivated the habit of Industry
over a long period of years than the
'.onellness she would feel in a comfortable borne with only such tasks to
take up her time and her attention as

-

WHEN

REQUk-A-

OBTAINABLE

BEST GOODS

Old-Ag-

milady takes It upon her is mounted In a circlet of big pearls

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

For Rent

Vfl

.

THURSDAY,

d

I.

Crystal Ice

o

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
amonf all
the particular things worth moat.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to lome-onwho reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want'
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

e

As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LAS

DOUBTS LEGALITY

partments of the government dtpend-Icupon the prompt action of the
that it seems to me, tic
eoci e.- - the legislature oan get to ork,
lep.i-miur-

OF

COURT

VEGAS DAILY

MAIL ROBBER AT

this beutfr.
"In the Interim, the lawyers should
(nrcfuMy consider any legal masters
thiit may necessitate court action, its
then; ;.ri many points which might
a ir.ede thl basis for endless afueals
s;id '"Ration r faulting from any mart
seti n taken ;endlng the pasvns -- i DENVER MAN MAILS LETTER IN
proper legislation by the legislature.'
THAT CITY WITH MONEY,
WHICH DISAPPEARS
THERE'S NO EXCU8E
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
Trinidad, Colo., Jan. 25. The local
very reasonable Investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as postofflce department has started an

WORK IN CITY

TERMS

OF TRINIDAD

ALBUQUERQUE ATTORNEY
DE- CLARES THAT LEGISLATURE
MU8T FIX SESSIONS
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan .
or not the terms of court
now being held in some districts unde-th- e
old territorial system of district
ing, will be recognized as legal or
whether no court is possible
pending
legislative action Is a point raised by
a well known attorney.
"The contflitution provides that the
legislature shall provide for the holding of regular terms of court in tho
several districts," said the attorney,
"and it is a grave question, whether
the erms of the court now being held
under the old territorial system, will
be upheld by the supreme court in
the event that any appeals as taken.
"And it is also a quest'on whether
a man having once been put in jeopardy by being tried under one of the
present terms of court held under the
territorial form before the legislature
was convened, may be tried again it
the terms are not legal.
"I have not fully Investigated lha
matter but it looks to be that the
legislature would first have to be assembled and act on the matter of fixing the terms of court beforo the various districts could have any court.
"As the legislature has not been
railed until March 11 and as it wiii
doubtless be some time before it will
act on the matter of fixing terms or
court, it appears as though endless litigation will ensue before attorneys or
Judges will definitely know where
they stand on this important matier.
One of the first acts of the legislature
should be to pass an act defining the
terms of court and the various districts in which said terms of court
shall be held in order that no longer
delay than already has ensued, shall
threaten the standing of any litigation
now pending. There are so many de
ether

a millionaire. We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles In the
bright and satin finish, fine mat
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
Johnsen ft Son
THE STOCKING SYSTEM
Are you using the stocking system
or the bed mattress in saving money?
Why not deposit your money where
it will earn Interest? This bank provides absolute safety to funds entrusted to our care, and pays four
per cent interest annually on certificates of deposit The same courtesy
Is accorded to the small as well as
large depositors. First National Bank.
A

GOOD CHANCE

People of Las Vegas have a good
chance now to buy leather goods and
dolls as Miss M. M. Thompson is selling all her stock of that variety of
goods at a liberal discount
Many
pretty and useful things in leather
are on display. Here is a goo doppor-tunitto buy a doll for the little girl.
y

YOUR GROCERY BILL
Could be reduced a good deal dur- ing the month if you make use of
our telephone, and call us Main 8
We have handled groceries for the
last thirty years. If you need oysters
in the shell, Spanish mackerel, little
neck clams, shad roe, Kosher sausage,
horse radish, celery, leek, soup

bunches, water cress, California head
lettuce, California iparsley', pressed
chill pods, the grocery department at
the 5, 10 and 25 cent store is worthy
of your consideration.

investigation Into a case of alleged

tHmperlng with mail matter, brought
to its attention by G. R. Hutcheson of
Denver, state agent of the Midland
Savings and Loan company of that
Mr. Hutcheson has
city.
reports

that $10 in currency enclosed in a letter addressed to a Denver concern,
and which was mailed out of Trinidad last aSturday night was not received by the addressee, which would
indk ita that the letter was opened
and the money taken out by some
one at some time between the time
It left the Coronado hotel and the
time it was finally received by the
firm to whom the letter was addressed.
Mr. Hutcheson

OPTIC.

THURSDAY,

JANUARY

SKV1

25, 1912.

hit somewhere the letter was opened from the professional stage, but wil
and the money taken.
appear occasionally In amateurs given
by society folk.
The Spy" is the name of the new
play by Henry Kltstemaeker which
Charles Frohman has acquired. It is
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
now being acted in Paris and is the
theatrical sensation of the current
George Beban has joined the com- season.
Edna May, of musical comedy fame,
pany to support Weber and Fields.
now Mrs. Jesse Lewisonn, has neen
Mary Ryan is playing the part of
new play which
the heroine in "The Arab" with Rob- offered a part in a
to put on in
about
is
Loraine
Robert
ert Edeson.
not yet been
decision
has
London.
Her
Charles Waldran has been engaged
received.
as leading man with Viola Allen in
A play of Bohemian and theatrical
by Arthur W. Pinero will be
Katherine Grey has been engaged
t bears
in London shortly.
duced
title
Henry W Savage to play the
role in "Every Woman.''
in it will be played
The vaudeville stage is to experi- the leading part
Lohr.
ence the return of John L. Sullivan, by Marie
Frederick Thompson has engaged
who has tired of rusticity.
Mllllceflt Evans, last season with
"Strong-heart,- "
wrote
who
Cecil De Mille,
Fairbanks as leading woman
is the author of "California," Douglas
"The Cub," to take the leading
in
Lasky.
the new operatic production by
feminine role In "The Flyers," which
Sam Bernard is to appear in a new
is to be produced about the middle
written
was
musical comedy which
of next month.
for him by Free de Gressac and Harry
B. Smith.

Arthur Alysworth, at present in the
"Over Nigh" cast, is to be featured
next year m a new comedy by Philip
Bartholomae.
Edward Sheldon is at work on a
new play for the Shuberts, to be
called "Romance." Doris Keane is to
have the leading role.
Among those who will appear in
"The Pink Lady" in London shortly
are Hazel Dawn, Alice Dovey, Alice
Hegeman and Frank Lalor.
Mrs. Donald Brian, known professreionally as Florence Brian, has
cently been engaged by the Llebler
company to support Gertrude Elliott.
"The Man From Cook's" the English
book and lyrics of which are by
Henry Blossom, with music by Raymond Hubbell, is soon to be staged.
With Fay Templeton in the role of
Bunty, Weber and Fields will burlesque the Scotch comedy, "Bunty
Pulls the Strings," in their new production.
Charles Frohman will shortly make
productions of a woman suffrage play
by Alfred Sutro and a new play of
New York life by Porter Emerson
S

says he came to
Trinidad and registered at the Coronado hotel. Saturday night he de
clares he wrote two letters, one ad
dressed to hia wife In Denver and the
other to the Spengel Furniture com
pany of that city. Each envelope con
tained a letter and $10 n currency.
He says he gave the letters to the
clerk to be mailed that night. His wife
in Denver received the enclosed money
and the Spengel firm did not. Today
he received a letter from that concern stating that the letter was reThe money
ceived but no money.
was enclosed, declares Hutcheson, In
Coronado hotel envelopes.
Investigating the matter here Hutcheson says he was informed that a
porter took the letters to the Santa
Fe train aSturday night to mall them
but that the letters were not put on
the train but taken to the postofflce. Brown.
Maxine Elliott, who is In London,
Hutcheson says he Is sure he enclosed
the $10, hence the claim that in tran- - has announced that she has retired

BIG DIFFERENCE.

'FOR?
HUNTS
CITPPimil?
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and
Preserved Fruits

The Orchard

Order These Brands And You will be
Delighted With Their Flavor and QueJity

99

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress flour
the answer to

h

every Baking Problem.

It's

CENTER

Firer,-Whit- er

and More

Las Vegas has become known as a
manufacturing center of the new
state. Sablno Lujan Is a manufacturer of fine filigree Jewelry. He
will make special designs to order
although he has a large assortment
In stock. Prices are right. See Lujan,
Bridge street.

Urvifornrv.

Made by LARABEES

Famous

GERMAN

ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.

(l
Distributors

Gross, Kelly

Co.

Ask Your Grocer for It

Subscribe for The Optic

THE OPTIC IS

THE OPTIC IS

For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

For a Greater
LAS VEGAS

THE HOIE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
M, M,

PADGETT, Editor,
Sane Conservative And Well Edited.
The Optic is the Best
Daily in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

PROCESS.

A

DISCOVERY.

Scientists have discovered how to
obliterate the evidences of age. They
all advise the use of Buttermilk Cerate, which is sold by O. G. Schaefer.
This preparation
keeps the skin
smooth and beautiful and removes
wrinkles. It is excellent for use in
winter and summer, defying the effects of wind, sun and cold. It sells
at 60 cents the box.

and

Canned
Fruits
and
Berries

I

Lau-bac-

Delicious
as
The Fresh
From the
Garden

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

have wines, whiskies, etc., etc. But
it does make a big difference if you
don't know that we sell the purest,
that our prices are the lowest our
deliveries prompt and that we cater
to the family trade. The Lobby,
& Benjamin, proprietors.

IMPORTANT

Vegetables

AND

It makes little or no difference
whether you know or not that we

MANUFACTURING

Canned

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business
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Ready to Serve Spiced Pickled

25c Per Pound.

15c Per Pound.

NORMAL

CAPTAIN

Only 3 More Days

ANNOUNCES

On complaint of his wife, Octaviana
Barela de Baca, Ezequlel Baca y Jara-millwas this morning given a hearFinch Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the court of a West side justice
ing
In the wood.
Direct from distillery of
the peace on a charge of nonjup-por- t
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
and abandonment He was bouni THE LOCAL AGGREGATION WILL
over to the grand jury under a bond
ENTER GAME IN GOOD CONDIWhite Kitchen for cleanliness, good
of 100.
TION TOMORROW NIGHT
service. Best meals in the city for
25c.
Especially good Mexican chile
With workouts every night this
Open all night
Orlando Rogers, a young boy wLo week the boys' basketball team of the
resides at the home of F. O. Kihlberg Normal University has been preparIn a Wells Fargo express car on on
the West side, was brought before ing to meet the aggregation from the
train No. 1, 28 large draft horses en a
of the peace this morning
justice
University of New Mexico of Alburoute from Denver to San Francisco and
given a severe lecture by the querque, and the chances for the Las
passed through Las Vegas yesterday court for striking a boy
companion Vegas boys taking the varsity team
afternoon. The animals were being upon the head with a
rock, The in- to a cleaning in the game tomorrow
Mule
market
from
Denver
the
shipped
jury was inflicted while the youths evening at the armory look good. Last
to the
of San were
company
engaged in a fight. The Rogers year the two teams broke even with
Francisco.
boy was released upon payment of the victory for the "home" team in the
costs.
Duke City and here, and for this reaThe funeral of Mrs. Frank J.
son in particular the competition bewho died Monday night, will
tween the two aggregations is keen.
be held tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'
District Attorney Charles W. G. It has leaked out that in a practice
clock from the chapel of the Las Ve
Rev. E Ward has hied his oath of office and game with the team representing the
gas Undertaking company.
bond in Santa Fe with Secretary of senior department of the Y. M. C. A,
Burial
Ci Anderson will idfficiatie.
Antonio Lucero, thus qualifying the other night the Normal beat the
State
will occur In the Masonic cemetery,
his-- duties under statehood.
for
Mr association
boys by a large score.
O. K. Middleton, son of Mrs. Middle-ton- ,
Ward will be district attorney during Since the senior team has always
7
on
No.
arrived last night
train
the next five years for San Miguel, been considered of championship timfrom Illinois.
Mora and Guadalupe counties. During ber this shows the
strength of the
the past several years he was district Normal boys.
Thomas Grandon died yesterday
attorney for the district comprising
For the game tomorrow night Capmorning at 11 o'clock at the State San
Miguel, Colfax, Union and Mora tain Koogler has announced the folbeen
He
had
Insane.
the
for
Hospital
counties. He made bo good a record lowing line up: Ellis, R. F. ; Koogler,
in the institution only since January
that his choice to succeed himself L. F.; Comstock, C ; Gallegos, R. G.;
15 and wah.a resident of Byried, Cha- at
the first state election was made Fredericks, L. G.; Bentley, sub. It
ve county. He is survived by a wife
by the people, who gave Mr. Ward a will be noticed that Gallegos, a star
who was expected to arrive to
large majority.
of the Normal team last year, is again
day. Grandon was a farmer by occuIn the game after being laid up with
33
in
was
born
Illinois,
pation and
In the
or an officer, who re a bad knee he received in the foot
years ago. The body is being held fused to custody
give his name, one of the ball game with the University In San
in the undertaking
establishment
to testify in the federal In- ta Fe.
witnesses
Gallegos is fast and sure and
C.
of J.
Johnsen and Son and
of the alleged dynamiting his addition to the team will convestigation
to
will be sent
In all probability
conspiracies in Indianapolis, passed tribute greatly to its strength.
Byried for burial.
through Las Vegas this afternoon on
Comstock, Ellis and Koogler are all
train No. 10, en route from Los An- veterans in the
game and Fredericks
RECEPTION FEBRUARY 9
In a telephone communication with geles. Though the prisoner, when is a player of no mean ability. The
a representative of The line up of the
Goverior William C. McDonald, A. A. questioned by
Albuquerque team has
that he was a not been announced. The varsity
Optic,
acknowledged
Jones, chairman of the Commercial witness in the
dynamiting case he re- team will arrive in Las Vegas tomor
club committee in charge of the planfused to say anything else regarding row afternoon on train No. 10. Bert
ed reception in honor of the chief
the matter and would not give his Skinner will
accompany the team as
executive of New Mexico, learned to- name.
The detective In whose cus- an official. Ted
a
Hayward will act as
to
previous engagement
day owing
the man was traveling also was referee or umpire representing the loGovernor and Mrs. McDonald will tody as a
clam and declined to talk cal team in the
game tomorrow night.
not be able to be In Las Vegas on tight
The witness had the appearance of be
No line up of the Girls' High school
February 2. Mr. Jones announced that Ing a
and wore a closely team or the team from the Normal
the date of the reception and ball had trimmedforeigner,
In color, and was
dark
beard,
University has been announced for the
been changed to February 9.
short but well built He was well contest
to be played preliminary to
Mr. Jones has not as yet named the
dressed. The detective was a tall
the game between the New Mexico
other members of the committee, but man with white
hair, and'smooth face.
This contest
expects to do so this evening. Ar The pair were chained together and varsity and Normal.
rangements have been made for the attracted a considerable amount of will be hotly fought and will be as
great an attraction as the other game
Duncan opera house on February 9. attention,
though they kept out of
The reception will occur in the pari irs sight as much as possible and at the of the evening.
The saje of tickets for the game
of the Commercial club and the ball same time
get a breath of New Mex- has been
good, and the crowd promis
which is to follow, will be hejld in the ico fresh air. The
pair were evi- es to be a large one. Admission will
opera l ouse
dently traveling m the Pullman
The Normal University will be host sleeper though they got on and off be 50 cents. Tickets are selling at
to the governor at dinner on the fol- the smoker. The Pullman conductor 35 cents to students of the schools
of Las Vegas and , 50 cents to tne
lowing day.
was a smart young man, but declined
to part with any Information. Even public.
to the passengers the pair were mysTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
NEW D. & R. G. OFFICIAL.
teries and their identity was being
Wash., Jan. 25. It was an 9
Seattle,
as
as
secret
far
possible.
FOR SALE 12 nice laying brown kept
nounced
today that E. L. Brown, gen
Leghorn hens and one cockerel. 519
of the Great
eral
superintendent
Washington avenue.
lines west of
the
for
Northern railway
Cuthank, Montana, has resigned to
become vice president and general
REID MURDOCH
manager of the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad with headquarters In Denver.
CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
East-Jewe-

the store thats always busy

o

LINEUP

tt

Mld-dleto-

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

CO

25, 1912.

A

LAND WOOD
NUT

WHOLCSALL AND RETAIL
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EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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RICHELIEU

If you make it

u

WHAT DID THEY COST?

Olives

Choicest Seville Manzanilla
Olives

Filled

With

Sweet

LAUNDRY DAY

Spanish Red Peppers Galled
Pimentos.

you'll never go back to the

BY

I

Washington, Jan. 25. The house to
day adopted unanimously a resolution Introduced by Representative Cox
of Ohio requesting the president to
submit a complete statement of the
cost of the occupation of the Philip
pines. "We have never had any flgthe
near
approaching
urs anywhere
total cost," said Mr. Cox.

An Argument

way.

ed

CANNOT BE BEAT

We

Pimento Stuffed

LAS VEGAS STEAM

VEGETABLES

THE GRMF

& GO'S.

TO LAUNDRY DAY

THE

SOLD

TRY US ONCE,

AN ESPECIALLY ATTRACT-

PHONE NOW

IVE LUNCHEON DELICACY.

"Where are you going my
little maid"?
" T m goi ng to Boucher's
Sir" She said.
"And what is there you
wish to buy"?

Always Have The Best of Every thing Eatable,

"Ferndell Canned

Las Vegas Steam

J.

Laundry
Phone Main

H. STEARNS

PURE THINGS
617

81

TO

EAT

Douglas

Goods"

was the reply.
"Aren't there others,
good a grade"?

"Mo Indeed

Sir"

as
said

the Maid.
"So you think thev are the
mivN

tn 0k C

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

If

it may be termed a science

include

BARGAINS
-- AT-

GREENBERGERS'
33

1-

-3

PER CENT DISCOUNT

flan's .Suit or
Overcoat for 3 Days More
On Any

Sale Absolutely Closes Saturday Night

GREENBERGER

ET us
our

tell you About
low Flat Rate

Window Lighting. You pay
big rent for that small
space
in

your

you

bring

returns by having

good

well lighted.

it

Customer

Window, let it

W. P. Southard

Las Vegas Light

&

Power Co,

a means of presenting

must
the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

Don't Your Plants Grow as Well as They Should?

THEN TRY

EVERGREEN BRAND FERTILIZER

25c Per

class in the southwest use the

1- -2

lb. Can.

or Blooming Plants.
NO ODOR
507 Sixth

Stgeet

NO WEED SEEDS

PERRY ONION & SON

best"?

h

know Sir just by
the test."
"No other canned goods
can compare with "Fern-

"I

dell Goods"

Good for all kinds of Ferns, Palms, Rubber Plants

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

9
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Want fid.

9

9
0
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AND

HART SCHAFFNER& MARX

I

SUGARITE LUMP

CANNED FRUITS

Of Those

.

Honey Comb Pickled Tripe

It

JANUARY

urged to be present

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

LUNCH
Pigs Tongue,

OPTIC, THURSDAY,

The Knights of Columbus will hold
an Important meeeting this evening
in the O. R. C. hall. All members are

LOCAL NEWS

FOR

UWWiiiw
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.1

Phone Main 462

now

so

there"

...GO TO.

.

BOUCHER'S
"The Home of Ferndell."

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9

9
Some

habits o ne should

all bad habits are bad

to

want

to break and

keep.
round

9

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
test opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will
surely get quick
success.

9
9
9
9
9

The Want Ad. Habit is the
good habit anyone can have.

best

all

9

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads.

to

The Optic.

MUDGE DENIES

RUMOR.

Chicago, Jan. 25. H. TJ. Mudge,
president of the Rock Island system,
last night denied a rumor that the
management of the road was planning
to acquire an interest in the Denver
& Rio Grande and Western Pacific
lines.
"Any such change in ownership
said Mr. Mudge, "would be for the
purpose of primarily obtaining a traffic alliance and we have that already.
Besides we have an even larger traffic interchange with the Harriman
lines connecting with them at T31
Paso."

til
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"LILY WHITES"
Orleans, Jan.

New

IN POWER
25.

The

"lily whites" are still in control of
republican party affairs in this state,
according to the result of the republican primary for governor, held yesThe returns show H. S. Suta-o- n
terday.
received 559 votes against C. J.
Bell's 40 S. This faction also got four
out of six members on the state central committee at large.
It is understood ttotat the "black and tans" will
contest the election.
--

MR. POLICYHOLDER.
Sir. Our Insurance advice Is
FRENCH INCIDENT CLOSED
free to you. It may be of value to
Rome, Jan. 25. The Franco-Itatfayou.
Yon pay money willingly for fire
incident brought about by the seizure Insurance.
of Turkish doctors and nurses from
Our advice tends to warrant not
the French steamer Manouba hy Itayour money in vain. Ask us
spendingclosed.
is
lian warships
practically
about
The only question now being discuss"A Better Protection
ed is that of finding a method by
at the same expense"
which the Turkish prisoners can be
CUTLER BROS.
French
to
the
released or delivered
614 Lincoln Ave.
Tel. Main 124.
authorities.
Dear

n

